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Alberta Craft Gallery

BANFF
Whyte Museum
of the Canadian Rockies

111 Bear St
✆403-762-2291 whyte.org
thu-mon 11am-5pm.
Apr 22-Jun 12 Link: Paintings
by Roan Stewart. Born in Calgary,
Roan Stewart is the son of artist
parents. Throughout his childhood,
Roan was immersed in creativity,
surrounded by a network of artists
whose work spanned a broad range
of mediums. This contributed to
Roan’s artistic development, drive
and commitment as a full time
painter. Roan’s work continues to
evolve within his perspectives and
experiences, while also maturing
organically. It's About Blooming
Time! juxtaposes the lifting of
COVID-19 restrictions with the
welcome arrival of spring, budding
and flourishing friendships, and
community returning to the Whyte
Museum. Showcases the work of
16 regional artists, many of whom
have exhibited at the Whyte in the
past decade. Dormant under a
blanket of anxiety, we welcome
all to re-emerge.

Highlights

Suite 280-1721 29th Ave SW
✆587-391-0129
albertacraft.ab.ca/
Visit website for hours.
Ongoing Coming Up Next. An
exhibition celebrating the creativity,
innovation and skill, of emerging
Canadian Fine Craft artists. Opening
May 7 Kitsch: Craft So Bad It's
Good. Creators from across Alberta
responded to "Kitsch it up" with
humorous works that and will make
you laugh and cringe all at once,
crossing lines and breaking rules.
Stuck indoors during the Covid winter, artists turned to their resourceful
natures to design and create objects
responding to our strange times
and using materials that were readily at hand in their hideouts!
Follow us on Instagram and
Facebook @albertacraftcouncil.

Contemporary Calgary

Centennial Planetarium
701 11th Street SW
✆403-770-1350
contemporarycalgary.com
thu-sat 12-7pm; sun 12-5pm.
Admission: single entry $10, single
membership $20; dual membership $40; family membership $50;
children 12 & under free.

by Robin Laurence

To May 22 Rerouting. Featuring
work based in digital and online
modes, sculpture, performance
and social practice. This exhibition
presents alternative approaches
artists make during periods of
containment and isolation. Artists:
Laura Anzola & Matthew Waddell,
Orsolya Gal, stephanie mei huang,
Vishal Kumaraswamy, Yotam Peled,
Catalina Tuca, Dawn Weleski, Rhonda Weppler & Trevor Mahovsky, Huidi
Xiang and Cherrie Yu. To May 22 The
Further Apart Things Seem. Artists
follow distinct paths toward subtle
forms of resistance while exploring
areas of connection between that
which feels disconnected or in opposition. By testing the unexpected
they embrace material experimentation and provisionality as productive
spaces for building resilience, resolution and understanding. Artists:
Anna Binta Diallo, Atanas Bozdarov,
Barbara Hobot, Adriana Kuiper
& Ryan Suter, Brendan L.S. Tang
and Couzyn van Heuvelyn.

cSpace

King Edward 1721 29th Ave SW
✆647-993-1789
lynnchristinekelly.com
8am-8pm or call for appt.
Apr 7-30 Lynn Kelly: the Forest for
the Trees offers an immersive experience aiming to bring something of

ALBERTA

Courtesy of the artist

EXCITATION STATION | LES RAMSAY
Southern Alberta Art Gallery, Lethbridge. To Apr 24
White Hot Magazine has described Vancouver artist Les Ramsay as a “bricoleur of
a painter who brings together objects of domestic craft, textiles, folk art and digital
drawings in his capacious oil paintings, sculptures and framed needlepoints.” While
embracing kitsch, challenging definitions of “good taste,” and undermining hierarchies of high and low, art and craft, Ramsay also brings our attention to society’s
discards as evidence of overconsumption, endless waste and environmental damage.
Les Ramsay, Night Moves, 2021

Bruin Inn beer room, 1930
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THE BRUIN INN: 70 YEARS OF ST. ALBERT’S SOCIAL LIFE
Musée Héritage Museum, St. Albert. Apr 12 - Aug 21
Built in 1929, the Bruin Inn stood for 70 years in a prime location in St. Albert, a city
originally settled as a Métis community and now part of the Edmonton Metropolitan
Region. The Bruin Inn hosted recreational visitors drawn to Big Lake and the Sturgeon
River as well as Saturday-night crowds who lined up, sometimes in the hundreds, to
enjoy its beer room. Calling up old times, this exhibition brings together furniture,
photographs, signage and memorabilia.

Photo: Colton Hash

Highlights

Colton Hash, Eye of the Anthropocene, 2022,
screenshot from the installation

Yechel Gagnon, Inner Landscape II, 2021

by Robin Laurence

COLTON HASH: SYNOPTIC TRANSLATIONS
Harcourt House Artist Run Centre, Edmonton. Apr 22 - Jun 4
Subtitled Digital Perspectives of the Anthropocene, this exhibition by Victoria-based
multimedia artist Colton Hash comprises three thematically linked installations that
make visible the impact of industrialization, resource extraction and greenhouse gas
emissions on our changing climate. Through interactivity, data visualization and simulation married to familiar landscape forms, Hash creates digital artworks that are highly
accessible while also asking us to consider difficult subjects.
YECHEL GAGNON
Newzones, Calgary. Apr 30 - May 28
Evincing the early influence of Paterson Ewen, Montreal artist Yechel Gagnon employs sculpted, painted and layered plywood forms to create seemingly abstract
pictures that suggest both aerial-view landscapes and interior states of mind.
Gagnon’s oeuvre also encompasses embossed prints, frottage drawings, cast aluminum sculptures and architectural installations. Among sources and influences she
names traditional Chinese painting, Abstract Expressionism and the contemporary
French artist Fabienne Verdier.

the forest to the city. An installation
of fabric trees, suspended from
above, with diffuse lighting and the
occasional sound of nature allows
you to feel you might be somewhere
other than a building downtown.
As you walk through the trees you
cannot help but touch them, move
them, disturb them. After you pass
by the trees return to their natural
state of being. The work is a subtle
comment on how the environment
restores itself after humankind has
gone. Several large scale paintings
accompany the installation. Closing
reception: Apr 30, 2-4pm, artist in
attendance. More of Kelly’s work
can be seen on her website,
Instagram @lynnchristinekelly,
Twitter @lynnckelly and Facebook:
Lynn Christine Kelly Art.

Esker Foundation

1011 9th Ave SE, 4th floor
✆403-930-2490
eskerfoundation.art
Check website for hours. Free admission. To June 5 Ashley Bedet. A site
specific installation about the quality
of light in Mohkinstsis and Southern
Alberta. To May 1 TIPI_LOOPS.
dreamwaves. Featuring Joey Big
Snake, Jeremy Bobosky, Maci
Jordan, Brendon Many Bears, Kaitlyn
Purcell and Laurencine Saddleback.
To June 26 Farah Al Qasimi:
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Letters for Occasions. New and
recent photographs that consider
the story of her family’s migration
between the United Arab Emirates
and the United States. Michelle Bui:
Naked Excess. A series of largerthan-life photographic images meet
at the intersection between still
life and commercial photography.
Veronika Pausova: Fast Moving
Sun draws on figurative imagery
to tell diagrammatic short stories
that mine the territory between
animation and stasis.

Founders' Gallery

The Military Museum
4520 Crowchild Trail SW
✆403-410-2340
founders.ucalgary.ca
daily 9am-5pm. To May 23 Currencies of Conflict: University of Calgary Collections at The Military
Museums features more than 150
artworks and artifacts, demonstrating that currencies are more than
just money. They are influential
concepts that establish value, can
circulate, exert influence and depict
or precipitate conflict. On display are
numismatics, alongside arrowheads
used for bartering, and WWII concentration camp currency. Weapons
feature Middle Eastern ceramic
grenades from the 11th century,
and African arms including a Zulu

spear. Propaganda plays a major
role with comprehensive displays
of WWI pamphlets and recruitment
posters, and rare WWII original Nazi
propaganda artwork salvaged from
the Reichstag. Modern and contemporary artworks span more than a
century, from official war art of the
Great War, to unofficial war art in the
Cold War, to Canadian Indigenous
art and contemporary art addressing
global fracture.

Herringer Kiss Gallery

101, 1615 10 Ave SW
✆403-228-4889
herringerkissgallery.com
tue-sat 11am-5pm. To Apr 30
Angela Grossmann: Smaller than
Life. Blake Senini: 13 Poems.
May 7-Jun 11 Renee Duval: Bloom.
Aron Hill: CULTURICACID.

Illingworth Kerr Gallery

Alberta University of the Arts
1407 14th Ave NW
✆403-284-7680 ikgallery.ca
tue-fri 11am-6pm; sat 11am-4pm.
Free admission. Public Access
(Saturdays) book your appt. on our
website. Apr 11-23 MFA in Craft
Media Thesis Exhibition. Featuring
MFA candidates Tomo Ingalls, Phillip
Bandura, Patrick Moskwa. The MFA
in Craft Media facilitates exploration
of ceramics, fibre, glass or jewellery
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Rerouting
CONTEMPORARY CALGARY, Calgary AB - To May 22

Courtesy of the artist and Contemporary Calgary

by Michael Turner
The World Health Organization’s declaration of the
novel coronavirus pandemic on March 11, 2020 set off
a range of responses affecting every aspect of daily
life. But for every closure there was an opening, a new
pathway, often with a view to structural problems (patriarchy, enslavement, unequal access to resources)
that have plagued humankind since time immemorial – not only in our daily life, but in the way artists
bring that life to light. Contemporary Calgary takes this
“rerouting” as the basis of its current exhibition.
Faced with the pandemic-induced suspension of its
residency program, Contemporary Calgary was among
the first arts organizations to offer a virtual alternative.
Its Collider: In-Residence Artist Residency asked participants to “draw parallels between their own studio
Catalina Tuca, The Sensitive Project,
practices and today’s need to observe social distance
2020 & ongoing, installation
and self-isolation.” Guiding this inquiry was the question, “Can creative practices build bridges and pave new roads in the making of congruous
interactions and harmonious living?”
Now, two years later, the Collider residency is an exhibition featuring 12 artists from around
the world working in digital and online modes, sculpture, performance and social practice. Of
note is Catalina Tuca’s participatory work The Sensitive Project (2020), which invites interested
parties to describe their emotions online. These emotions are then given shape by a team of
designers; some are realized as videos while others take 3-D form and, in certain instances,
can be held. Rerouting also features work by Laura Anzola & Matthew Waddell, Orsolya Gal,
stephanie mei huang, Vishal Kumaraswamy, Yotam Peled, Dawn Weleski, Rhonda Weppler &
Trevor Mahovsky, Huidi Xiang and Cherrie Yu.
contemporarycalgary.com

CALGARY
& metals through autonomous practice-led research, in an intensive
20-month program. Mentored by
internationally acclaimed artists and
scholars, students produce a body of
work and research that expands the
field of contemporary craft. May 25Jun 4 Graduation Show features
work of graduating students from Alberta University of the Arts programs
in Ceramics, Drawing, Fibre, Glass,
Jewellery + Metals, Media Arts,
Painting, Photography, Print Media,
Sculpture and Visual Communication
Design. This year, the Illingworth
Kerr Gallery presents work in the
gallery and throughout the University

10 APR - MAY 2022

by nearly 200 graduating students,
including recipients of Board of
Governor Awards.

Newzones

730 11th Ave SW
✆403-266-1972 newzones.com
tue-fri 10:30am-5pm; sat 12-4pm.
Opening Apr 9 Jonathan Forrest:
Playing in the Field of Form.
Forrest's new paintings directly
reference his formative years.
An exuberance of colour and full
shapes fill the canvases, displaying
his unique colour sensibility and
painting process, building on lessons
learned over 40 years of studio
work. Opening May 7 Yechel Gagnon: Understory. The understory of

a forest is a significant and multiplex
area filled with life and may also be
perceived as an intricate interlay
of points-of-view, concepts and
vistas. These notions are at the core
of Gagnon's newest carved works,
where layers reveal a narrative,
imaginative realm. The interrelationship between abstraction and
representation sparks the work to
be emblematic of a place that wishes to maintain a balance between
the individual and universal.

Nickle Galleries

University of Calgary
410 University Court NW
✆403-220-7234 nickle.ucalgary.ca
mon-fri 9am-5pm; thu 9am-8pm;

Madeline Mackay: Inside Out
The Art Incubator Gallery

CAMERON
D E V E L O P M E N T
C O R P O R A T I O N

sat 11am-4pm. Free admission.
To May 20 Sandra Sawatzky:
The Age of Uncertainty inspects
the mundane and commonplace,
exposing the Trojan horses in our
midst. Using a needle and thread,
Sawatzky explores our aspirations
as well as their social, political,
and environmental consequences.
No Photos… No Recordings…
No Notes… Brian Flynn: Repainting The Troubles. A series of
paintings based on both his firsthand experience of civil war, and
extensive research. Flynn’s artworks
are augmented with a collection of
material culture including original
newspaper photographs, folk art,
ammunition and street furniture.

The New Gallery (TNG)

208 Centre St S
✆403-233-2399 thenewgallery.org
tue-sat 12-6pm. Free admission.
The New Gallery (TNG) is an artist-run centre located in Mohkinstsis, also known as Calgary, on the
ancestral and traditional territories
of the people of the Treaty 7 region
in Southern Alberta. Please see our
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website for updated exhibition information. To May 30 Danielle Piper /
ᐊᑯᑳᐧᒋᑲᓂᐢ (akokwâcikanis)
on Billboard 208. Apr 27-May 14
performances Pam Tzeng: SHED |
knowing each other as different
and the same. Featuring a collection of time-based moving portraits,
SHED holds space for the multiplicity and humanity of bodies of culture.
Opening May 23 Matt Kyba curates
What's The Value of a Dollar?

EDMONTON
Alberta Craft Gallery

10186 106th St NW
✆780-488-5900 albertacraft.ab.ca
Visit website for hours.
To Jul 9 Craft and Science. An exciting mixed media group exhibition
exploring the connections between
craft and science through examples
of research, partnership, imagination and process. Both fields are
united through study and discovery.
Opening Mar 19 (re)Form. A solo
exhibition of works by Carissa
Baktay that unfolds over thresholds
both physical and imaginary. Her

process-based practice is deeply
connected to material and memory
in an attempt to understand memories of land and home. Opening
May 7 ᒥᔪᑕᒧᐣᓇᓇᓂᐢ miyotamon
nananis it is a good road in all directions. A solo exhibition of works
by Heather Shillinglaw created
through collaborative work with historians, scholars and Elders to make
art; blending concepts of body, mind
and spirit that become woven messages.Follow us on Instagram and
Facebook @albertacraftcouncil.

Art Gallery of Alberta

2 Sir Winston Churchill Square
✆780-422-6223 youraga.ca
wed, fri-sun 11am-5pm. thu11am-7pm. The Art Gallery of Alberta (AGA) is a centre of excellence for
the visual arts in Western Canada,
connecting people, art and ideas.
The AGA is focused on the development and presentation of original
exhibitions of contemporary and
historical art from Alberta, Canada
and around the world. Connect with
us at our website and social media
to learn more about our exhibitions,
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EDMONTON
artists and programming. Opening
Apr 2 Sidney Kelsie: Right in Your
Own Backyard. This exhibition celebrates the joyful and wondrous work
of Edmonton folk artist Sidney Kelsie
(1928-2000). Organized by the Art
Gallery of Alberta. Water-Wise,
River Breath: Reframing design’s
role with water. Watersheds of
the North Saskatchewan River and
Ecuadorian Amazonia reveal the human relationship to water. Presented
by the Poole Centre of Design.

Harcourt House
Artist Run Centre

10215 112 St NW
✆780-426-4180
harcourthouse.ab.ca
mon-sat 10am-5pm. Free admission. To Apr 9 Adrian Cooke: The
Devil's Rope. Multimedia presentation attempting to broaden our vision
of time and place by alluding to how
humans interact with and respond to
their environment. Opening Apr 22
Colton Hash: Synoptic Translations – Digital Perspectives of
the Anthropocene. Three-part
exhibition of digital artworks by
Victoria-based multimedia artist
engaging with impacts of climate
change and industrialization.
The artist uses data visualization,
simulation and interactivity to create
experimental installations. Anica
Neiman: Paper Thin Walls. Ongoing
series of paintings and drawings
exploring moments of empathy and
love in the midst of ecological grief.
Opening Apr 22 Madeline Mackay:
Inside Out. Featuring recent works
in various printmaking media,

Lynn Christine Kelly, The Forest for the Trees,
2022. Courtesy of the artist.
cSpace, Calgary
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addressing and examining the
relationship between psychological
experiences and the human body.
MacKay is a Scottish print and
multimedia artist from Glasgow.

Peter Robertson Gallery

12323 104th Ave NW
✆780-455-7479
probertsongallery.com
tue-sat 11am-4pm.
Apr 9-23 David Cantine: Still Life
Pictures. May 14-28 Lynn Malin.

FOOTHILLS
Leighton Art Centre

282027 144 St W
✆403-931-3633 leightoncentre.org
tue-sun 10am-4pm. Reopening on
Sundays from Apr 10. Admission by
donation. Online gallery shop.
Apr 9-Jun 5 20th Annual Juried
Members Exhibition. With 64 pieces by 38 artists selected from over
300 submissions, this 20th annual
celebration of Leighton Art Centre's
member artists is a fresh and
exciting visual treat. May 21-Jun 30
Clothesline Online Art Sale. You
can stay in your PJs and still find
your favourite new art piece! Head
to shop.leightoncentre.org to browse
and purchase unframed artworks
created by some of the centre's
most talented member artists, in a
wide variety of mediums and styles.
Jun 4-5 Clothesline Art Market.
Save the date!

LETHBRIDGE
Southern Alberta Art Gallery

601 3 Ave S
✆403-327-8770 saag.ca
wed 12-5pm; thu & fri 12-8pm;
sat 12-5pm. Admission: adults
$10; seniors $7; youth (7-17) $5.
Members & children under 6 free.
To Apr 24 Emily Neufeld: Prairie Invasions: A Hymn. This photographic
installation is an unhurried look at
how things interact. It is a tracing
of the complex web of interactions
between the people, places and
patterns of thought that followed in
the wake of European colonisation
of Canada. Les Ramsay: Excitation
Station riffs on kitschy visual culture
as a vehicle for the artist’s deeper
ecological concerns for BC. Includes

recent embroideries, paintings and
sculpture. Nicholas Wade: Gifts. A
collection of “gifts” presented in a
“reliquary mode”, in order to stimulate correspondences among things
which have until now, remained
singular in their embedded state in
storage through many years.

MEDICINE HAT
Esplanade Arts
& Heritage Centre

401 First St SE
✆403-502-8580 esplanade.ca
tue-sat 12-5pm. Admission pay
what you can. Check website for
info. To Apr 9 Cultivated: The MHC
Alumni Show. Features artists
and designers from across Canada
who got their "start" as students
in the Art and Design program at
Medicine Hat College. To Jul 9 Kids
Celebrate! This lively exhibition
helps children discover the importance and diversity of celebrations
in Canada. The associated activities
provide young visitors with opportunities to be creative, solve problems
and take on new roles.

ST. ALBERT
Art Gallery of St. Albert

19 Perron St
✆780-460-4310
artgalleryofstalbert.ca
tue-sat 10am-5pm.
Part of the Government of Alberta’s
COVID-19 Restrictions Exemption
Program. To Apr 30 Shana Wilson:
For Women Who Roar features
15 larger-than-life portraits paying
tribute to trail-blazing women.
Wilson presents more than a striking
likeness and nuanced expressions.
She breathes life and history into
each painting. To Apr16 Jenny
Keith: Keep Them Safe. Three
large scale paintings showcase
three endangered Alberta animals:
a woodland caribou, a grizzly bear
and a whooping crane. Keith hopes
to inspire others to keep these creatures safe for future generations.
To May 7 Rick Wolcott: Raven's
Tales. Wolcott has dedicated his life
to West Coast Indigenous Carving.
Representing a range of traditions
and styles, his artworks are inseparable from their accompanying

LEIGHTON

ART CENTRE

stories. In this show, Wolcott gifts
us with fabulous tales featuring the
ever-charismatic Raven.

Musée Héritage Museum

5 St Anne St
✆780-459-1528 museeheritage.ca
tue-sat 10am-5pm.
Part of the Government of Alberta’s
COVID-19 Restrictions Exemption
Program. To Apr 3 Our Songs, Our
Roots (Music in St. Albert). Music
is perhaps the deepest form of
human communication, affecting
us spiritually, culturally and socially.
This exhibition looks back at the
role of music in the St. Albert region
and explores the many ways it has
influenced and enhanced life in the
community. Apr 3-Aug 21 The Bruin
Inn: 70 Years of St. Albert's Social
Life. In the late 1800s the St. Albert
Hotel had a prime spot next to the
river. When it burned down in 1928,
a brand new, modern "Bruin Inn"
was built. This exhibition looks
at the changes the hotel witnessed
during its long life and its role
as a popular gathering place for
the region.

preview-art.com

BRITISH COLUMBIA
ABBOTSFORD
S'eliyemetaxwtexw
Art Gallery

University of the Fraser Valley
33844 King Rd
✆604-504-7441 ext 4543
sag.ufvsoca.ca/sag
mon-fri 10-5pm. Free admission.
Apr 29 The UFV School of Creative
Arts (SoCA) with UFV Graphic +
Digital Design are thrilled to
announce Interpret: Creative and
Performing Arts Festival. Everyone
is welcome to attend this celebration
of emerging talent by UFV students
and graduates from Theatre, Visual
Arts, Media Arts, Film and Graphic +
Digital Design. This year marks
the third annual Interpret Festival
showcasing live theatre performances by UFV Theatre’s fourth-year
directing class, Film and Media Arts
screenings, an art exhibition by the
Visual Arts graduating class, and
a grad show by Graphic + Digital
Design graduating students. Register

on Eventbrite to RSVP for the festival
interpret_ufv-school-of-creativearts.eventbrite.ca Interpret will be
held at the UFV Abbotsford campus
throughout buildings B, C and D,
and admission is free. Contact
soca@ufv.ca.

The Reach
Gallery Museum

32388 Veterans Way
✆604-864-8087 thereach.ca
tue-fri 10am-5pm; sat 12-5pm.
Check website for current info.
To May 7 Simranpreet Anand with
Conner Singh VanderBeek: ਸ਼ੀਸ਼ੇ
‘ਚ ਤਰੇੜੜ | sheeshe 'ch thareṛ | a
crack in the mirror is a survey of
recent works by Simranpreet Anand,
including collaborative pieces with
Conner Singh VanderBeek. Anand's
practice, indebted to familial and
cultural community, engages materials and concepts drawn from the
histories of Punjab and its diasporas.
Guest curated by Sajdeep Soomal.
Deb Silver: Feet Deep in Wet Earth
and Watery Pools. Fraser Valley
based artist Deb Silver seeks to
combine and harmonize Coast
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ABBOTSFORD
Salish cultural teachings and scientific enquiry as they relate to plant
knowledge, ecology and analogue
photography. This exhibition draws
on Stó:lō knowledge and traditional
practices as well as theories of plant
communication and intelligence.

BURNABY
Burnaby Art Gallery

6344 Deer Lake Ave
✆604-297-4422
burnabyartgallery.ca
tue-fri 10am-4:30pm; sat-sun
12-5pm. Admission: suggested
donation is $5. To Apr 17 Dan
Starling: Unsettled Histories,
which takes as its starting point
Rembrandt’s renowned work Christ
Crucified Between Two Thieves: The
Three Crosses (1653). Rembrandt
had created five states of this print,
with each version altered through
either sketching directly on the plate
or adjusting the level of ink left on
the plate for printing. Included in
the exhibition are 40 drypoint prints
from Starling’s Unsettled Histories
series accompanied by a number of
Rembrandt etchings held in the City
of Burnaby Permanent Art Collection.

Deer Lake Art Gallery

Burnaby Arts Council
6584 Deer Lake Ave
✆604-298-7322
burnabyartscouncil.org
tue-sun 12-4pm. Free admission.
Apr 9-May 1 Join us for our next

exhibition featuring local Burnaby
artists! Apr 16-May 1 Burnaby
Schools Student Showcase. Our
inaugural Youth Gallery Committee
is curating a showcase of young
artists between the ages of 12-19
for this exciting student showcase!
May 7 Burnaby Blooms. As part of
the Burnaby Blooms month-long celebration, join us for a spring themed
exhibition in May. More information
on our latest exhibitions and other
arts events hosted by the Burnaby
Arts Council can be found on our
website. Follow us on Facebook
and Instagram.

Nikkei National Museum
& Cultural Centre

6688 Southoaks Crescent
✆604-777-7000 nikkeiplace.org
tue-sat 10am-5pm; closed Statutory
holidays. Admission: adults $5;
students and members free with
valid ID. Memberships available.
Ongoing SAFE | HOME by Kellen
Hatanaka. Through the lens of the
historic Vancouver Asahi baseball
team, the artist explores issues of
race, xenophobia, representation
and implicit bias that are relevant in
both sport and society today. May
7-Jun 26 Japanese Design Today
100. Showcasing modern Japanese
culture with many designs created
post-2010, this exhibit features
objects and images in ten themes:
classic Japanese design, furniture+
housewares, tableware+cookware,
apparel+accessories, children, stationery, hobbies, healthcare, disaster
relief and transportation. Featured
designers include Sori Yanagi,
Riki Watanabe and Issey Miyake.
SECOND FLOOR TAIKEN: Japanese
Canadians Since 1877.

CASTLEGAR
Kootenay Gallery of Art

Jace Willing, Poppy Garden, 2021
Surrey Art Gallery, Surrey
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120 Heritage Way
✆250-365-3337
kootenaygallery.com
tue-sat 10am-5pm.
To Apr 16 Tethered to Infinity. An
exhibition of paintings and kinetic
sculptures by Amy Sallenbach,
showing in the East Gallery. Apr 22May 28 Space. An exhibition of
photographs by Stefanie Harron,
in the West Gallery. Young Visions

2022 in both the East and West
Galleries, is an exhibition of visual
art by students and teachers from
grades 8-12.

CHILLIWACK
O'Connor Group Art Gallery

Chilliwack Cultural Centre
9201 Corbould St
✆604-392-8000
oconnorgroupartgallery.com
wed-sat 12-5pm. Free admission.
Apr 6-May 14 Figuration and
Abstraction by Jeannette Bittman,
Karen Ireland and Mary-Lee Merz.
Exploring organic forms within
individual media including clay,
glass, paint, collage, mixed media
and light. Opening May 18 Visions
and Perspectives by Christine
Newsome, Betty Meiszner, Dianne
Hultgen and Vicki Ray. Four artists
with diverse styles, working with
a variety of media. Jun 29-Aug 6
Blazing Colours by Hussein
Rostum. This exhibition is a joyous
celebration of colour. His unique
creations range from exuberant
explorations that excite the imagination to profound pieces that calm
the soul. His paintings use vivid,
compelling colour combinations to
tell evocative stories.

COMOX VALLEY
Brian Scott Fine Arts Gallery

8269 North Island Highway,
Black Creek
✆250-337-1941 bscottfinearts.ca
daily 11am-5pm.
Brian is currently working on his
new book 40 Paintings and Stories
of Ontario for his Toronto Show at
the Art Shop Gallery Toronto. He
also has eight art cars and a motor
home on the road. His two years in
Vancouver setting up his Yaletown
Gallery was a revelation for the artist
late in his career having painted
for 50 years and sold over 5,000
original oils and acrylics, 10,000
prints and self-published six art
books. Also features paintings from
26 cruises he did over ten years.
His favorites are panoramas of
Venice, Athens, Istanbul and
Jerusalem from King David’s Tower.
He ships worldwide.

Comox Valley Arts

various locations
✆250-334-2983 • 250-650-5425
comoxvalleyarts.com
We are proud to support, promote
and celebrate our local artists in all
genres. Comox Valley Arts is your
community arts council, representing Fanny Bay to Black Creek,
including Courtenay, Comox and
Cumberland. Dive into all our professional workshops, arts advocacy,
community programs and members
at comoxvalleyarts.com. Follow us
online for great resources and arts
news! Our flagship project, the Central Island Arts Guide, is a growing
resource of creatives throughout our
region. Digitally explore artists of all
disciplines, take virtual studio tours,
browse hundreds of images and
connect directly with artists when
you find your new favourite. Visit
ciag.ca today to join us or browse!

COQUITLAM
Art Gallery at Evergreen

1205 Pinetree Way
✆604-927-6557 • 604-927-6555
evergreenculturalcentre.ca/exhibit
thu & fri 12-6pm; sat & sun 12-5pm.
Free admission. To Apr 24 Inherit
weaves together diverse lens-based
works by Joi T. Arcand, Zinnia Naqvi,
Birthe Piontek, Carol Sawyer and
Vivek Shraya. Using video, installation and photography–all mediums
with an innate connection to
time–these artists revisit or reenact
personal histories, photographs and
archives to grapple with loss, longing and identity. This exhibition is
part of the 2022 Capture Photography Festival Selected Exhibition Program. May 12-Jul 17 The exhibition
Semá:th Xo:tsa: Sts’ólemeqwelh
Sxó:tsa / Great Gramma’s Lake organized and circulated by The Reach
Gallery Museum, Abbotsford, tells
the story of Semá:th Xo:tsa (Sumas
Lake) that, for millennia, was central
to the cultural, spiritual and physical
well-being of the Semá:th people
(Sumas First Nation) and surrounding Indigenous communities.

DaVic Gallery
of Native Canadian Arts
✆604-679-8392
nativecanadianarts.com
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Online gallery available 7 days a
week, 24 hrs a day. Please visit!
DaVic Art Gallery is a family business dedicated to the promotion and
sale of authentic First Nations and
Inuit art including Northwest Coast,
Woodland and Inuit art styles. We
give much attention to providing
you with high quality service and
a variety of pictures as well as detailed information to make your visit
and purchase experience simple,
informational and enjoyable. Your
visit and purchase are secured using
strong encryption and we never
store locally nor share your personal
information. DaVic Art Gallery is
your trusted online gallery for Native
Canadian Art, and we will make
sure you receive top quality service
end-to-end.

DUNCAN
Cowichan Valley Arts Council

2687 James St
✆250-746-1633
cowichanvalleyartscouncil.ca
mon-fri 11am-4pm. sat 12-4pm.
Selected evening openings.
Free admission.
CVAC's two art galleries showcase
high quality regional art in 30 art
shows (exhibit and sale) annually
from emerging and professional
artists. Located in the Cowichan
Community Centre in Duncan.
To Apr 14 Island Visions from meticulous realist painter Robert Sears.
Opening Apr 2 A Sense of Place.

A grand landscape show featuring five masterful painters: Rory
MacDonald, Peter Spohn, Nan
Goodship, Sharron Campbell and
Angela Andersen, who all celebrate
the waterways and mountains of the
West Coast. Opening Apr 16 Warmland Calligraphers artistic lettering.
May 5-29 Cowichan Valley Fine
Arts Show. Featuring work by
140 artists in the South Vancouver
Island region. Special events include
ArtAttack evening and Mother's
Day event.

FORT LANGLEY
Langley Centennial Museum

9135 King St
✆604-532-3536
museum.tol.ca
tue-sat 10am-4pm. Admission: adult
$6.45; youth $4.05; child $3.20;
senior $4.85; family $12.50; student
$4.60; super senior $0.95.
The Langley Centennial Museum
is in the heart of Fort Langley’s
heritage district. Learn about the
stories of Langley in the community
history gallery.
To May 23 Green Art: Sharing
Sustainable Approaches and
Practices. Experience creative approaches to reusing or repurposing
materials in unique and meaningful
ways to create art. The Museum
permanently closes Oct 1 to get
ready for our opening at Salishan
Place in 2023.
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GRAND FORKS
Gallery 2 – Grand Forks
Art Gallery

524 Central Ave
✆250-442-2211
gallery2grandforks.ca
tue-fri 10am-4pm; sat 10am-3pm.
To Apr 23 REID GALLERY Rachel
Yoder: By This Means. CENTRAL
GALLERY prOphecy sun: Queering
the Dams. Opening May 7 Jude
Griebel: Illuminated Collapse.
Combining scientific warning with
speculative fantasy, diverse cultural
references, personal symbolism and
metaphor to register the concept of
planetary collapse, Illuminated Collapse highlights human connections
to the surrounding world. Unsettling
dioramic scenes unfold on the surface of circular, wooden bases and
terrestrial globes. Monique Martin:
Context is Everything.This installation merges the undervalued flora of

Highlights

Courtesy of the Archive of Modern Conflict

Carollyne Yardley, Becoming-with
from Sympoetics of Squirrealism (detail), 2021

Courtesy of the Daniel Faria Gallery

Mario Giacomelli,
Migratory Birds in Flight, Italy, 1953

Douglas Coupland,
Grad Night 5:30 a.m., 2021
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the landscape with the characteristic of judging people, events and
circumstances too quickly without
using prior knowledge and insights,
Context is Everything features 2000
paper dandelions installed in perpetual bloom across the floor of the
gallery and a flight of thousands of
paper butterflies across the walls.

KAMLOOPS
Kamloops Art Gallery

101-465 Victoria St
✆250-377-2400 kag.bc.ca
tue-sat 10am-5pm. Apr 23-Jul 2
Jin-me Yoon: Here Elsewhere Other Hauntings. The first retrospective
dedicated to the work of Jin-me
Yoon, a Korean-Canadian artist living
in BC. Conceived and organized by
the Musée d'art de Joliette, Québec,
this exhibition brings together nearly
30 years of Yoon's artistic practice
through a thematic journey.

by Robin Laurence

Apr 23-Jun 18 Robin Hodgson:
Flying Pretty Close to the Wind.
The Cube. In a new group of paintings, Kamloops artist Robin Hodgson
investigates the psychological and
emotional nature of post-ablebody life. Through his large-scale
colourful compositions, Hodgson
incorporates autobiographical moments with broader narratives about
the global pandemic.

KELOWNA
Geert Maas Sculpture Gardens
and Gallery
250 Reynolds Rd
✆250-860-7012 geertmaas.org
mon-sat 10am-5pm; sun by chance.
Internationally acclaimed artist
Geert Maas invites the public
to visit his exceptional sculpture
gardens and indoor gallery, with
one of the largest collections of
bronze sculpture in Canada. In his

BRITISH COLUMBIA

CAROLLYNE YARDLEY: BECOMING PLASTIC
Deluge Contemporary Art, Victoria. To Apr 16
In her artist’s statement, Carollyne Yardley speaks of the global plague of plastic pollution, its ubiquity extending even to microplastics found in the placentas of pregnant
humans and other mammals worldwide. This frightening situation is the subtext of
Yardley’s installation of unsettling photographs and small assemblages. Disembodied
human-animal “hands,” sprouting fur out of the fingers of nitrile gloves, speak to
“human animality, co-evolution and multi-species survival.”
CLOUD ALBUM
The Polygon Gallery, North Vancouver. To May 1
Devoted to the subject of, yes, clouds, this exhibition reveals our long-standing fascination with those aggregations of moisture that drift, scud and mass in the skies
above us. Drawn from the collection of the Archive of Modern Conflict, the 250 works
on view span 150 years of photographic history and demonstrate increasingly sophisticated techniques for capturing their sometimes elusive subject. Also on view
is the rare and captivating Cloud Album, initiated in 1894 by Belgian meteorologist
Jean Vincent.
RABBIT LANE: DOUGLAS COUPLAND
West Vancouver Art Museum, West Vancouver. To May 28
Writer, designer and visual artist Douglas Coupland, who grew up in West Vancouver,
has created a series of staged photographs inspired by his 1998 novel Girlfriend in a
Coma. Commissioned by the WVAM, the series was shot on the North Shore using volunteer models and retro cars and clothing borrowed from the community. The photos
may be most remarkable, however, for the way they spotlight examples of West Coast
Modern residential architecture, now rapidly disappearing from the local landscape.

exhibitions Maas creates distinctive,
rounded, semi-abstract figures,
architectural structures and installations in a wide variety of materials,
including bronze, stainless steel,
aluminum, wood and stoneware.
The great diversity of outdoor art is
complemented in the gallery by an
overwhelming number of paintings,
serigraphs, medals, reliefs and
sculptures in various media.

Kelowna Art Gallery

1315 Water St
✆250-762-2226
kelownaartgallery.com
tue & thu 10am-8pm; wed, fri & sat
10am-5pm; sun 12pm-4pm. Admission: adults $5; seniors/students $4;
family $10; members free; thu free.
To Apr 17 README. features prints
by Briar Craig. To May 8 A Story in
Three Parts presents the work of
Kenojuak Ashevak, Sharni Pootoogook and Isuma Collective through
works on paper and projected digital
media. To May 29 as water does
with the moon. A narrative-based
installation by Moozhan Ahmadzadegan influenced by traditional
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Persian poetry and the art that
often accompanied such stories.
Apr 23-Jul 17 Fluid States centres
around a large-scale drawing on
fabric created using a "floating ink"
technique by Holly Ward that calls
attention to our relationship
with water.
May 21-Oct 16 From Warhol to
Banksy features over 75 iconic
works of Pop Art by Roy Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol, Jeff Koons, Tom
Wesselmann, Takashi Murakami,
Banksy and Mr. Brainwash.

LAKE COUNTRY
Lake Country Art Gallery

10356 Bottom Wood Lake Rd
✆250-766-1299
lakecountryartgallery.ca
tue-sun 9am-3pm. Admission by
donation. To Apr 10 Liars & Lovers.
45 gallery members respond to the
theme "Liar, Liar, Pants on fire...
How do I love thee? Let me count
the ways." Apr 16-May 28 The Relativity of Time and Space. Diane
Feught and Lindsay Kirker.

NANAIMO
Nanaimo Art Gallery

150 Commercial St
✆250-754-1750
nanaimoartgallery.ca
tue-sat 10am-5pm; sun 12pm-5pm.
Apr 16-Jun 26 Carried Through
the Water. Opening reception: Apr
22, 7pm. This solo exhibition by
Vancouver-based artist Diyan Achjadi features Diyan's beautiful stop
motion watercolour animation Hush,
alongside new and recent works
on paper that explore the impact of
human activity on the ecosystem,
including shifting of shorelines due
to climate change and land reclamation. Through visual storytelling,
Diyan’s work also considers how
activities in one location might
impact multiple other locations. Born
in Jakarta, Indonesia, her formative
years were spent moving between
multiple educational, political and
cultural systems. Carried Through
the Water is the first exhibition in
which Nanaimo Art Gallery asks the
question: “What stories do we tell?”
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NELSON
Oxygen Art Centre

3-320 Vernon St (Alley Entrance)
✆250-352-6322
oxygenartcentre.org
wed-sat 1-5pm (during exhibitions).
Admission by donation.
Apr 10-23 Residency: Angela
Glanzmann + Stephanie Yee
featuring an Open Kitchen. Apr
27-May 28 Exhibition: EAT IT UP:
Angela Glanzmann + Stephanie
Yee explores food competitions,
diaspora and authenticity through an
installation that invites community
participation. Artist talk: Apr 30.
Learn more at our website.

Touchstones Nelson Museum
of Art and History

502 Vernon St
✆250-352-9813
touchstonesnelson.ca
wed 12-4pm; thu 12-8pm; fri 124pm; sat 10am-4pm. Admission:
adults $8; seniors/students $6;
youth $4; children and members
free; thu 4-8pm by donation.
To May 28 Broken Promises
explores the dispossession of
Japanese Canadians in the 1940s. It
illuminates the loss of home and the
struggle for justice of one racially
marginalized community. To Jun 4
Generational Echoes. Thinking
about the weight of memory and the
stories that are passed down from
one generation to the next (and the
stories that are lost as well) this exhibition presents a survey of series

created by Emma Nishimura
and focuses on the narratives
surrounding the Japanese
Canadian internment.

NEW WESTMINSTER
New Media Gallery

Anvil Centre
777 Columbia St, 3rd Flr
✆604-875-1865
newmediagallery.ca
wed-sun 10am-5pm. Bookings only.
Ongoing Forensic Architecture,
Studio Camp, Dries Depoorter:
Eyewitness. Exhibition EXTENDED,
please visit website to check dates.
International artists and creative
social justice groups combine eyewitness and first person accounts
(or citizen reporting) with the
ubiquitous power of technology to
interpret and deconstruct evidence
and form opinions about justice in
a complex world. From cell phone
and CCTV cameras, to architectural
analysis and digital modelling techniques, this exhibition shows how
technology can influence human
rights. Studio Camp is a collaborative studio founded in Bombay.
Dries Depoorter is a media artist
living online in Belgium. Forensic
Architecture is a multidisciplinary
research group based at Goldsmiths,
University of London that uses architectural techniques and technologies
to investigate state violence and
violations of human rights around
the world. The group was nominated
for the Turner Prize in 2018.

Plaskett Gallery

Gary Nay, The Lion's Gate, 2019
West of Main Art Walk, Vancouver
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Massey Theatre Complex
735 Eighth Ave
✆604-517-5900
masseytheatre.com/events/
category/plaskett-gallery
tue-sat 1-5pm; during all performances in the Massey Theatre
and by appt. The Plaskett is BACK!
Apr 1-29 Walking in Beauty. Marney-Rose Edge’s spectacular flowers
and landscapes in oil and acrylic.
In-Visible. An exhibition by New
Westminster secondary students
and seniors. This project is funded
by a Neighborhood Grant. May 3-31
New Refuge. Jane Appleby’s
energetic and inspiring landscapes
in acrylic.

The Gallery at Queen's Park

Centennial Lodge, Queen's Park
✆604-525-3244
acnw.ca/gallery
wed-sun 10am-2pm.
Free admission.
Operated by the Arts Council of
New Westminster. A community
art gallery exhibiting emerging
and established artists from Metro
Vancouver. Apr 1-18 Queen's Park
Preschool. Featuring the artwork of
80 emerging artists aged 3-4 years
old exhibiting for the very first time!
Group projects led by the teachers
exploring collaborative mixed media.
Apr 19-May 3 Closed due to exhibition changeover. May 4-29 Fraser
Valley Potters Guild Association:
Artist's Choice. A group exhibition
featuring a variety of pottery forms.
A "People's Choice" ballot will be
available. May 21 Public event:
Play with Clay from 1-4pm.

NORTH VANCOUVER
CityScape
Community ArtSpace

North Vancouver Community Arts
335 Lonsdale Ave.
✆604-988-6844
northvanarts.ca
mon-fri 9am-5pm; sat 12-5pm.
To Apr 14 I wanted to go on a
Space Walk but I had nothing to
Wear. Artists: Ilze Bebris, Catherine
Stewart, Ruth Scheuing, Marcia
Pitch and Kiku Hawkes. Through
assemblage, photography, weaving,
textiles, printmaking and media,
five female artists celebrate the
achievements of women in science,
play with notions of bodies in space
and explore the invisible and visible
barriers fashion still plays in women
becoming equal partners in society.
Apr 22-Jun 4 A Response to
Place. Artists: Ronna Ander, Anthea
Cameron and Carol Demers. Inspired
by elements of the West Coast,
three artists use clay, paint, pigments, mineral, paper, wire and
other materials to explore the measured rhythms of nature. Artworks
are mounted on the walls,
suspended from the ceiling and
nestled on the ground for an all-encompassing experience.

Griffin Art Projects

1174 Welch St
✆604-985-0136
griffinartprojects.ca
fri-sun 12-5pm. Free admission,
must pre-register for time slot
May 27-Sep 4 Stan Douglas:
History Does Not Repeat Itself. On
the occasion of his representation of
Canada at the Venice Biennale, this
project celebrates the work of eminent Canadian artist Stan Douglas.
This selected group of photographs
and film project follows Douglas’s
eye as he examines the various image-based constructions that assist
in history’s storytelling conventions.
Curated by Reid Shier.

Inuit Gallery of Vancouver

120 Carrie Cates Court
✆604-688-7323 inuit.com
mon-sat 10am-6pm; sun & stat
holidays 11am-5pm.
Since 1979, the Inuit Gallery of
Vancouver Ltd has offered a museum-quality collection of masterwork
Inuit, Northwest Coast First Nations
and other Canadian art. Carrying
a tradition of presenting important
exhibitions of Canadian indigenous
art, featuring new works by senior
artists and exploring the work of the
talented next generation of artists.
Visit the new gallery space in North
Vancouver, across the street from
Lonsdale Quay and The Polygon
Gallery, in the heart of the Shipyards
District only a scenic 12 minute SeaBus ride from downtown Vancouver.
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Keith Jack Studio & Gallery

21 Lonsdale Ave
✆604 924-7718
KeithJackStudio.com
mon-sat 10am-5:30pm.
Free admission.
Celebrating jewellery/wearables by
award-winning designer, Keith Jack
and other fine artists. The studio
features different, new artists every
two months. To May 31 The Studio
is excited to present three outstanding local artists from the Sunshine
Coast. Todd Clark large format oil
paintings on canvas, David E. Hall
acrylics and Jen Fisk resin and ink.
Also this month, handmade Tree
of Life leather bags and purses by
Vancouver artist Lina Cutnam.

MONOVA:
Museum of North Vancouver

115 West Esplanade
✆604-990-3700 monova.ca
thu-sun 11am to 5pm. Admission:
adult (18-64), $14; senior (65+),
$12; youth (6-17), $10; students
(with valid student ID), $10; child
5 & under, free; family (2 adults/
seniors + 3 Youth), $38, Indigenous
Peoples (self-identifying), free.
Archives: mon-thu by appt.
MUSEUM. North Vancouver's newest
cultural attraction is now open,
featuring Streetcar 153, interactive
exhibits, innovative programming
and space for events and public
gatherings. ARCHIVES, 3203 Institute
Rd. Ongoing An Archival View:
The History of Photography on

the North Shore, 1860-2021. View
vintage prints selected from the Archives of North Vancouver. Spanning
150 years, many of these images
are vernacular, created by amateurs
as by-products of their daily lives.
Curated by Dr. Jessica Bushey
and Emily Sylman.

Seymour Art Gallery

4360 Gallant Ave
✆604-924-1378
seymourartgallery.com
tue-sun 10am-5pm. To Apr 16 that
old home of mine. Reflecting on
her family's historical and anthropological documentation, MariaMargaretta transforms the gallery
space into a Michif self-archive.
Reimagines the Métis home space
and the objects contained within
them as intervention into colonial
archives. Maria-Margaretta is an
interdisciplinary Red River Michif
Artist from Treaty Six Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan. She is currently
making and living on the stolen
territories of the Sḵwx̱wú7mesh,
Səl̓ílwətaʔ, and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm
Nations. Apr 30-Jun 2 Start with
Art a unique exhibition that focuses
on encouraging young people to
appreciate, collect, and curate their
own art collection, with a special
price list just for kids 16 and under!
For this 17th annual exhibition we’ve
assembled a group of established
artists who work in a variety of
media and artwork in the gallery
is hung at “kids-eye-view”.
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Photo: Courtesy of the artist

Highlights

Courtesy of the artist

Moozhan Ahmadzadegan,
as water does with the moon, 2022

Krista Kilvert,
Day After Day After Day After Day, 2022

by Robin Laurence

MOOZHAN AHMADZADEGAN: AS WATER DOES WITH THE MOON
Kelowna Art Gallery, Kelowna. To May 29
Installed in the Glass Gallery space at the KAG’s front entrance and in its Water Street
windows, the paintings by emerging artist Moozhan Ahmadzadegan were inspired by
traditional Persian poetry and its accompanying artworks. As with the metaphoric use
of certain images and motifs in these enduring cultural forms, Ahmadzadegan’s glowin-the-dark works locate human figures in lush gardens, surrounded by deer, birds,
dogs, rabbits, shrubs, trees and flowers.
KRISTA KILVERT: DAY AFTER DAY AFTER DAY AFTER DAY
Chilliwack Museum and Archives, Chilliwack. To Jun 24
Mixed-media artist Krista Kilvert, who divides her time between Los Angeles and
the Fraser Valley, has created an installation focused on overconsumption and its
seemingly inevitable end – colossal waste. Her digitally collaged photographic images, with their heaps of discarded objects and materials, are greatly enlarged and
printed on hanging rectangles of gossamer-thin fabric. Shimmering and undulating
in the breeze, their physical beauty is in strangely seductive contrast to their sombre
environmental message.

NORTH VANCOUVER
The Polygon Gallery

101 Carrie Cates Court
✆604-986-1351 thepolygon.ca
wed 10am-5pm; thu 10am-8pm;
fri-sun 10am-5pm. Admission bydonation, courtesy of BMO Financial
Group. To May 1 Cloud Album:
Photographs from the Archive
of Modern Conflict. At the dawn
of photography, when photographs
required long exposures, taking images of clouds was near impossible.
It wasn’t until the second half of the
19th century, with improvements
in technique and technology, that
photographers could begin capturing
the infinite variability of clouds.
Cloud Album features 250 works,
including photographs, albums and
books that range from the origins
of photography to the dawn of
satellite imagery, all drawn from the
collection of the Archive of Modern
Conflict in London.

PENTICTON
4th Meridian Art & Auctions

104 -1475 Fairview Rd.
✆250-488-0850 • 250-462-4969
4thmeridian.ca
thu-fri 11am-3pm or by appt.
Ongoing Monthly online auctions of
Fine Art and Estate Collectibles. Al-
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ways accepting consignments. NEW
online shop of works on paper, BC
Studio pottery, unusual collectibles.
Visit: 4thmeridian.ca

Penticton Art Gallery

199 Marina Way
✆250-493-2928
pentictonartgallery.com
tue-fri 10am-5pm; sat 11am-4pm.
Admission by donation. To May 14.
MAIN GALLERY. Migration Parade:
Holon. Alexandra Goodall and
Danielle Savage. Holon is a work
that holds a luminous, safe, altered
space of inquiry for feeling, thinking
and being in collectives. TONI ONLEY
GALLERY. Ari Neufeld: I know it's
silly...My dad had a pun or quip for
every situation. Most were personal
and obscure, but he was compelled
to loudly eject his observations
in every social setting. Humor is
a strange source of light that can
heal some of our deepest wounds.
PROJECT ROOM GALLERY Danielle
Krysa: Self Preservation. Danielle
has a BFA in Visual Arts from the
University of Victoria and a post-grad
in design from Sheridan College. She
began her career as a painter, but
changed her interest from painting
to mixed media, specifically collages
filled with narratives, negative space
and pop cultural references.

Penticton Arts Council

220 Manor Park Ave
✆250-492-7997
pentictonartscouncil.com
wed-sat 11am-4:30pm. Admission
by donation. To Apr 30 Artists
in Residence Group Exhibition.
Artwork by George Traicheff,
Debbie Tougas, Diana Skelhorne,
Cathie Peeren, Karla Avendaño, Barb
Peeren, Georgia Krebs and Lindsey
Curtis. One Little Thing: Debbie
Tougas explores the “little things”
that can create change in the world
to help threatened and endangered
species. Apr 2 Penticton Art Walk.
Join us for a lake-to-lake Art Walk
across 40 venues in Penticton,
featuring galleries, cultural centres,
artists' studios and pop-up spaces.
Visit our website to download the
map! May 14-Jun 25 CanwaxWest
Group Exhibition. Celebrating
encaustic art in Western Canada,
featuring work by local artists.

PORT ALBERNI
DRAW Gallery

4529 Melrose St
✆250-724-2056 • 1-855-755-0566
drawgallery.com
tue-fri 12-5pm and by appt.
Our Gallery Beyond Walls celebrates the diversity and talent of
local and regional artists. Works by

gallery artists can be viewed and
purchased online or on location.
To Apr 22 Spring Into ART! Group
Exhibit. Opening May 3 Our Creative Nature - Group Exhibit with
an exhibit of paintings, photographs,
mixed media, glass and copper
featuring work by local and Island
Artists such as Cynthia Bonesky,
Maureen Coltman, Cecil Dawson,
Karen MacRae, Patricia M. Mansell,
Jillian Mayne, Ann McIvor, Shannon
McWhinney, Emma Paveley, Judith
Rackham, Todd Robinson, Susan
Schaefer, Marla Thirsk, Sue Thomas,
Gordon Wilson, Tamas Zalatnai
among others.

PORT MOODY

al-based award-winning photographer and seasoned tree planter has
documented the demands of planting and the planters themselves,
and has created a remarkable body
of work that positions her subjects
as environmental heroes, forever
changed by their experiences.
May 5-Jun 19 Wobbly. Mercedes
Minck is a Prince George-based
multidisciplinary artist fascinated
with the wilderness around her.
Her work, ranging from painting to
textiles, reflects upon her connection
with the land and celebrates the
imperfect beauty, great and small,
that grows there.

PRINCE RUPERT
Museum of Northern BC

100 First Ave W
✆250-624-3207
museumofnorthernbc.com
tue-sat 9am-12pm, closed 12-1pm,
re-opens 1-4pm. Book ahead, mask
required. Admission: adults $8;
teens (13-19) $4; children (6-12) $3;
children under 5 & members free.
Ongoing Hands of Knowledge, a
collaborative exhibit of contemporary artwork from six indigenous
women from Northern BC, Dale
Marie Campbell, Kelli Clifton, Pearl
Innis, Arlene Nass, Marie Oldfield
and Patricia June Vickers.
Each artist celebrates traditional

PoMoArts

2425 St Johns St
✆604-931-2008
pomoarts.ca
mon-fri 10:30am-9pm; sat & sun
10am-4:30pm; closed statutory
holidays. Free admission.
Apr 7-May 5 Vancouver Korean
Artist Collective: Re: Through the
Times. Recalibrating after two years
of abnormality, VKAC members created works reflecting their personal
approach to this feeling of resetting
and moving through the times.
May 12-Jun 9 Paperscapes. Group
show exploring the dynamics of
working with discarded paper
and paint. Connor MacKinnon, A
Fragmented History: Port Moody.
Utilizing purpose-built 3D modeling
algorithms and digital fabrication,
MacKinnon's sculptures examine
the role of fiction, the unknown and
authenticity in the act of historical
reconstruction. Dion Smith-Dokkie: Iris Atoll. A compelling and
chromatically-immersive installation
experience of transparent drawings
that allow light to pass through them
in a room of roving, oceanic colour.

PRINCE GEORGE
Two Rivers Gallery

725 Canada Games Way
✆250-614-7800 • 1-888-221-1155
tworiversgallery.ca
tue-sat 10am-5pm; thu 10am-9pm
sun 12-5pm. Admission by donation.
Apr 29-Jul 17 The Tree Planters.
Rita Leistner, a Toronto and Montre-
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knowledge through artworks that
explore sight, time, supernatural
energy and spirituality. Using insight,
awareness and reflection, the artists
look to the sights and times of
their mothers, grandmothers and
great-grandmothers to view how
women have influenced their work.

QUALICUM BEACH
The Old School
House Arts Centre

122 Fern Rd W
✆250-752-6133
theoldschoolhouse.org
tue-sat 10am-4pm. Admission by
donation. May 9-Jul 4 2022 Student
Exhibition on the Theme of
Nature. The Old Schoolhouse Arts
Centre (TOSH) presents the 2022
TOSH Student Exhibition exploring
the theme of nature. Students were
invited to meditate on the theme
of "Nature" and submitted work
based on that rumination. The
exhibition brings together a diverse
group of school-aged artists who
utilize different mediums, styles
and techniques to present a unique

perspective on an important theme.
The exhibition includes various
interactive art installations for
community members of all ages
to engage with. The RDN Butterfly
Project. The butterfly is a symbol
of transformation. From the cocoon,
the butterfly emerges in colourful
splendour. Just like a butterfly, we
too are emerging from this unsettling time transformed. Over the
course of 2020, schools, groups and
community members were invited to
decorate paper butterflies that have
been hung in the TOSH galleries.

RICHMOND
KJ's Studio

Studio 4, 8800 Hazelbridge Way
✆778-846-3686
kj.studio
By appt. or by chance, wed-sat
10am-5pm. KJ’s Studio showcases
Kerri-Jo Stewart’s art and photography. She's won numerous arts
awards and achieved her master’s
designation in Fine Art Photography
with Master Photographer’s International. Apr Photoimpressionism

with Multiple Exposure Photography: Landscapes. May Documentary photography: Turkmenistan.
Experience the connection of a tribal
nation with their traditional culture
and their beloved horses,
the Akhaltekes.

Richmond Art Gallery

180-7700 Minoru Gate
✆604-247-8363
richmondartgallery.org
mon-fri 10am-6pm;
sat & sun 12pm-5pm.
Apr 22-Jul 31 A Minaret for the
General's Wife. This installation
by Turkish-Canadian artist Erdem
Taşdelen, co-curated by Julia Paoli
and Toleen Touq, is comprised of
archival photographs, documents,
replicas of artefacts, audio-visual
material and a curious selection of
objects and a book of vignettes from
undisclosed origins. A Minaret for
the General's Wife was commissioned and organized by Mercer
Union, a centre for contemporary art
and SAVAC (South Asian Visual Arts
Centre), Toronto. The exhibition is
made possible with Leading Support
from RBC Insurance and support
from SAHA Association, Istanbul.

YouKnowArts Gallery

4211 No. 3 Rd
✆604-285-9975
yklmauctions.com
mon-fri 10am-5pm; sat by appt only.
Apr 2-14 Sally Clark: Goddesses.
Featuring portrait paintings of women, Clark explores the nuanced ways
women express their gaze at others.
Apr 23-May 20 Spring Group Exhibition showcases new works by
artists Daniil Alikov, Deborah Bakos
and Sophia Bakos.

SALMON ARM
Salmon Arm Arts Centre

NORTH VANCOUVER'S
STORIES LIVE HERE
MUSEUM NOW OPEN
AT 115 WEST ESPLANADE

monova.ca
22 APR - MAY 2022

70 Hudson Ave NE
✆250-832-1170
salmonarmartscentre.ca
tue-sat 11am-4pm. Admission
by donation. Masks are optional.
Social distancing is required.
To Apr 23 Achievement Unlocked.
An open exhibition for artists aged
15-25. Young artists using all forms
of media have created 63 works
expressing their joys, sorrows,

discoveries and challenges during
the last two years. Apr 30-Jul 2 The
Pollinators. An exhibition exploring
bees, birds, butterflies and bats,
and their important role as pollinators. Featuring ten Shuswap artists
working in various media, and a
community collaborative felted fibre
exhibition. Expert talks throughout
exhibition, with the Artists' Talk
on May 19.

SIDNEY
new photographers GALLERY

2449-1 Beacon Ave
✆250-656-9882
newphotographersgallery.com
mon-wed 11am-4pm; fri-sat
11am-4pm. Admission by donation.
Featuring works on exhibit and for
sale by contemporary Canadian
and International photographers.
Matted prints, photobooks and
art cards available.

SKIDEGATE
Haida Gwaii Museum
at Kay Llnagaay

2 Second Beach Rd
✆250-559-4643
haidagwaiimuseum.ca
tue-sat 10am-5pm. Admission:
adults $16; seniors & students $12;
children 6-12 $5; children under 5
free. Closed until Apr 15.
Saahlinda Naay (the Haida Gwaii
Museum) offers a fascinating look
into Haida Gwaii art and culture from
diverse perspectives. Support local
artists! Visit exhibitions online.
Apr 29-Jun 10 All Islands’
Art Show.

SURREY
Surrey Art Gallery

13750 88 Ave
✆604-501-5566
surrey.ca/artgallery
tue-thu 9am-9pm; fri 9am–5pm;
sat 10am-5pm. Closed sun, mon
& holidays. As of Apr 24 open sun
12–5pm. Free admission.
Apr 9-May 29 Rajesh Vora:
Everyday Monuments, photographs
of water tanks and other rooftop
sculptures found in India's Punjab
region. To May 1 Art by Surrey
Elementary Students-OFFSITE:
At UrbanScreen, projecting art
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after dark (exterior of Chuck Bailey
Recreation Centre 13458-107A Ave,
surrey.ca/urbanscreen). To May 1
pr0phecy sun. Freya Zinovieff,
Gabriela Aceves-Sepulveda, Steve
DiPaola. Body as Border, an
AI-generated audiovisual art project
that conjoins poetry, ecology and the
human body.

TOFINO
Tofino Gallery
of Contemporary Art
105-430 Campbell St
✆250-896-4804

tofinogalleryofcontemporaryart.com
wed-sun 11am-5pm.
A boutique art gallery offering
a thoughtfully curated roster of
contemporary BC artists in painting,
sculpture and photography. Our collection presents sculptural works in
copper and modified concrete, and
paintings in abstraction, figurative
and West Coast realism. Our current
exhibit features works by emerging
artists Ben Fox, Felice Mazzoni,
Shelle Wuitchik and Richelle
Osborne. Visit our intimate, elegant
gallery in person or online.
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Jin-me Yoon: Here Elsewhere Other Hauntings
KAMLOOPS ART GALLERY, Kamloops BC - April 23 - July 2

by Michael Turner

Jin-me Yoon, Long view series, 2017, 6 chromogenic prints.
Collection of the artist

A name often left off the go-to list
of photo-based artists known as the
Vancouver School is Jin-me Yoon.
She is best known for her monumental Group of Sixty-Seven (1996-97), a
gridded installation of photographs
featuring fellow members of Vancouver’s Korean community “looking
out” from a painting by Lawren Harris
and “looking at” a painting by Emily
Carr. But Yoon has produced a varied
body of work over the course of her
30-plus-year career, as reflected in
her current (and first) retrospective.

Conceived and organized by the Musée d’art de Joliette, Quebec, the exhibition “begins” in
the early 1990s with photographs and video works inspired by Yoon’s readings in deconstruction and focused on how identities are formed (“inherited representations,” as she calls them),
most notably in works like Souvenirs of the Self (1991). Within these works are subtle disruptions intended not simply to highlight preconceived stereotypes of gender, motherhood, ethnicity and nation but also to excite an interest in where they come from and why they persist.
While Yoon continued to appear as an “actor” in her work in the early 2000s, the period
marked a shift in her presentation of self: from the object of the viewer’s gaze to a subject
in the process of becoming, a phase best expressed in the time-based medium of video. The
period also marked a shift in works she made in and about the Canadian landscape (representations by Harris and Carr, but also golf courses impinging on Indigenous land) to works made
in Asia. Most notable here is As It Is Becoming (2006/2008), a meditation on tourism and war.
kag.bc.ca

VANCOUVER
Art Beatus (Vancouver)
Consultancy Ltd.

610-808 Nelson St
✆604-688-2633
artbeatus.com
mon-fri 10:30am-6pm.
Art Beatus showcases international art with a special focus on
contemporary Asian art. Making
an appointment is recommended.
Please phone or email gallery for
more info.

Art Works Gallery

1536 Venables St
✆604-688-3301
artworksbc.com
mon-fri 9:30am-5:00pm;

24 APR - MAY 2022

sat 10am-5pm; sun by appt. only.
Art Works represents some of British
Columbia’s most dynamic artists.
Working with corporations, movie
studios, and many of Vancouver’s
leading interior designers and
architectural firms, Art Works has
developed a distinct and unique
aesthetic vision, complementing
and creating value within residential
and commercial spaces.
Visit our website for information
on upcoming exhibitions.

Bau-Xi Gallery

3045 Granville St
✆604-733-7011
bau-xi.com
mon-sat 10am-5:30pm; sun 11am5:30pm. Apr 2-14 Andre Petterson

Solo Show: Horizon. Working in
his signature mixed media format
integrating photography and paint,
Petterson continues to explore the
reality of climate change, this time
focusing on the elements of rebirth
and hope. Apr 16-30 Isabelle Menin
Solo Show. Menin's self-described
'disordered landscape' photography
transforms traditional floral subject
matter by fragmenting, manipulating
and layering multiple images, creating lush and contemporary compositions with a sophisticated edge.
May 7-21 Cori Creed Solo Show.
Creed captures the essence of the
West Coast landscape in a fresh new
series featuring her signature bold,
expressionistic style.

Beaty Biodiversity Museum

2212 Main Mall, UBC
✆604-827-4955
beatymuseum.ubc.ca
tue-sun 10am-5pm. Admission:
adults $14; seniors 65+/students/
youth (13-17) $12; children (5-12)
$10; children under 5 free. Fall in
love with the diversity of life as you
explore over 500 exhibits. To Aug 21
Disrupting Wild Echoes by Sarah
Ronald. Drawings inspired by the
visual language of nighttime trail
camera captures. An unintentional
encounter with a wild animal in the
dark is an opportunity to relearn and
rejoin the natural world in an ecologically beneficial and holistic way.
To Apr 24 The Curious World of
Seaweed by Josie Iselin. Contemporary scans of seaweed collected
from our Pacific Coast layered onto
historical lithographs of particular
algal species, creating a taxonomic
vector from past to present and into
an uncertain future. The exhibit aims
to broaden the ideas of seaweed as
both taxonomer's and artist's muse.
Shows luminous scans of seaweeds
and lithographs directly tied to the
taxonomic history of the algae.

Bill Reid Gallery
of Northwest Coast Art

639 Hornby St
✆604-682-3455 billreidgallery.ca
wed-sun 11am-5pm; seniors (60+),
vulnerable people and first responders last Thursday of each month
9:30-11am. Admission: adults $13;
seniors $10; students $8; youths
(13-17) $6; children 12 and under
and members free; family $30.
To May 8 Bill Reid Gallery of Northwest Coast Art presents A WellMade Object. What is a well-made
object? The Bill Reid Gallery asks
us to consider this question with
the unveiling of its latest exhibition,
A Well-Made Object. The exhibition
reveals Bill Reid’s singular process.
Beyond the quality, he looked at
the techniques, the history, the
innovation and the passion inherent
in each work created. Showcases a
number of Bill Reid’s works, as well
as significant new acquisitions to
the collection from artists including
Robert Davidson, Marika Swan,
Dorothy Grant and many others.
Visit the website for current info.
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Brian Scott Fine Arts Gallery

114-1118 Homer St, Yaletown
✆778-713-4814 bscottfinearts.ca
wed-sat 12-4pm.
Artist Brian Scott’s Yaletown
gallery features oils and acrylics of
Vancouver from various locations.
Grouse Mountain, Granville Square,
Cloud Nine and Granville and
Burrard Bridges. Also paintings
of Whistler/Blackcomb in all four
seasons, Longhorn Saloon, Nancy
Green Way, South Side Deli etc. He
spent two years establishing his
Vancouver gallery which has seen
a revitalization of his career having
painted for 50 years and sold 5,000
oils and acrylics, 10,000 prints and
self-published six art books. He
ships worldwide.

Choboter Fine Art

23 Alexander St
✆604-688-0145 choboter.com
mon-sat 12-6pm.
Ongoing presentation of new mixed
media, three dimensional paintings
and five decades of figurative
abstract paintings by local artist
Don Choboter.

Coastal Peoples
Fine Arts Gallery

200-332 Water St
✆604-684-9222
coastalpeoples.com
mon-sun 10am-6pm.
The most superb museum-quality
collection of Pacific Northwest
Coast, Inuit and Plains art in Vancou-

ver, featuring culturally expressive
works in various mediums from
prominent and emerging Canadian
First Nations artists. Visit online to
engage and explore more on the
gallery's latest arrivals, news,
events and exhibitions.

Contemporary Art Gallery

555 Nelson St
✆604-681-2700
contemporaryartgallery.ca
tue-sun 12-6pm. Free admission.
To May 1 Alex Morrison: Nooks
and Corners. Morrison presents
a suite of new and recent works in
painting and sculpture that extend
his ongoing investigation into
cultural identification and the ways
identity and politics are fashioned
aesthetically, particularly in the
domestic sphere. To May 1 Alison
Yip: Soma Topika. Undertaking
parallel divinatory processes, Yip
engaged both a neo-shaman and a
psychic, posing to each an identical
set of questions about her life,
relationships and desires. From this,
she produced two sets of intimate
oil paintings, depicting herself in
each as a poseable mannequin in
scenes that interpret the concurrent
yet contradictory readings delivered
to her. To Aug 28 Michelle Bui: Mutable Materialism. Presented on the
CAG façade and at Yaletown-Roundhouse Station, Bui offers two new
suites of images, each a reflection
on the relationships between sense,
sensation and desire.

TOF I N O
GA L L E R Y of
CON T E M P OR A R Y
ART

Unique, contemporary
Canadian artworks in
painting, sculpture and
photography.
430 Campbell Street, Tofino
(behind Rhino Coffee)
Web: tofinogalleryofcontemporaryart.com
Insta: @tofinogalleryofcontemporaryart
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Craft Council of BC Gallery

1386 Cartwright St, Granville Island
✆604-687-7270
craftcouncilbc.ca
tue, wed, fri, sat, sun 11am-5pm;
thu 11am-8pm. To Apr 28 Unearthed. The VMAA and CCBC present a group exhibition that features
23 artists whose works explore
contemporary jewellery and metal
arts. May 5-19. The Earring Show.
Opening: May 5. Fundraiser and exhibition packed full of creative talent
with a wide selection of earrings,
featuring Canadian and international
contemporary designer-makers.
May 20-23 Dance:Craft. Opening:
May 20. Fei and Milton Wong Experimental Theatre, SFU. A long-term
collaborative and trans-disciplinary
project shared between CCBC, Joe
Laughlin of Joe Ink and craft artists
Patrick Christie, Stefanie Dueck, Deb
Dumka, Hope Forstenzer and Debra
Sloan. Culminates in a multi-faceted participatory performance and

exhibition. Apr 1-30 The Dream of
Flight. Hope Forstenzer presents a
window installation of four pieces
from the collection The Dream of
Flight which explores the human
fantasy and dream of flying.

Dal Schindell Gallery

5800 University Blvd
✆604-224-3245 lookoutgallery.ca
mon-fri 8:30am-4:30pm; sat
12-4pm. Apr 13-May 15 Lost and
Found is a solo exhibition by painter
and Regent College student Gillian
McLean. In this body of work, she is
exploring themes of place, grief and
identity. McLean spent a number of
years living and working in Whistler,
and she finds inspiration for her colour palettes from the natural world.

Douglas Reynolds Gallery

2335 Granville St
✆604-731-9292
douglasreynoldsgallery.com
mon-sat 10am-6pm; sun 12-5pm.
Specializing in contemporary and
historical Northwest Coast Native

art, a wide selection of artwork is
offered by leading First Nations
artists: Bill Reid, Robert Davidson,
Don Yeomans and Phil Gray. Includes
carved wood masks, cedar bentwood boxes, totem poles, paddles,
bronze and glass works, baskets,
prints, and handcrafted gold and
silver jewelry. The gallery also offers
custom commissioned projects for
individual and corporate clients.

Dundarave
Print Workshop + Gallery

1640 Johnston St, Granville Island
✆604-689-1650
dundaraveprintworkshop.com
fri-sun 11am-4pm.
To Apr 17 MUSE. Members reflect
on a person, source, subject or
technique that provided inspiration
for their works in this show. This
stimulus may have come from the
past or present and inspired the
artists to bring its style or essence
into their prints. Apr 18-May 8 1 in
3: Lee Abbott and Helena Killen.
Lee James Abbott and Helena Killen
create a body of work including
serigraphs, cyanotypes and etchings
with a focus on helping to normalize
discussion around mental health to
remove crippling stigma. Opening
May 9 HYBRID – THINGS OF
PARTS. All members show. A hybrid
print is marked by a juxtaposition of
elements of diverse origins, appearances or techniques, combined into
a unique and satisfying composition.

Elissa Cristall Gallery

200 - 1820 Fir St.
✆604-730-9611 cristallgallery.com
sat 12-5pm (during exhibitions),
mon-fri by appt. Please note the
Gallery is not wheelchair accessible.
Apr-May We are pleased to present
the latest in our Artist Spotlight
Project, a series of in-depth
interviews spotlighting emerging
and established artists. The virtual
presentations and exhibitions are
hosted on our new art platform
artoffice.ca and our gallery website.

First Saturday
Open Studios Vancouver

Various locations.
firstsaturday.ca
12-5 pm. Admission free.
Apr 2 & May 7 First Saturday Open

26 APR - MAY 2022

Studios next two open studio days.
First Saturday Open Studios started
in 2010 and is an opportunity to
visit artists at work in their studios
located throughout the Lower
Mainland. Check the website each
month for artists profiles, updates
and locations of who is open. The
public is invited to explore working
studios, ask questions, learn about
techniques and build relationships.
Buy art directly from the artists
and receive the details and stories
firsthand behind their new works. All
mediums are represented including
fibre art, woodworking, painting, collage, jewelry, photography and more.

Gallery Jones

1-258 E 1st Ave
✆604-714-2216
galleryjones.com
tue-fri 11am-6pm; sat 12-5pm.
To Apr 30 Michael Batty: Same Difference explores visual equations
utilizing the themes of equality and
difference. Also featured is an introduction of his Ladder series. His new
paintings are an extension of these
themes with their multi-paneled
arrangements flowing not unlike a
musical chart. Opening reception:
Apr 2. To Apr 30 Birthe Piontek:
Janus. Using photographic bounds
of light, shadow, symbol and composition Birthe Piontek Janus is able to
elucidate a narrative of place, time
and human experience. Opening
reception: Apr 9. May 5-Jun 4 Scott
Sueme: The Garden at the Purple
House. New paintings and sculpture
by Vancouver artist Scott Sueme.
Powerful and energised abstractions
are a rhythmic construct of colour,
shape and line.
Opening reception: May 5.

Heffel Fine Art Auction House

2247 Granville St
✆604-732-6505 • 1-800-528-9608
heffel.com
mon-sat by appt. only.
Apr 6-27 Online Auction: Pop Art
Prints & International Graphics,
Asian Art Group of Seven and
their Contemporaries. Apr 13-27
Live Auction Preview Jun 1 Live
Auction. By appt. heffel.com.
May 5-26 Online Auction:
Fine Canadian Art Post-War
& Contemporary Art.
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Michael Ray Sculptor
michaelraysculptor.biz
See his sculpture at Art Vancouver May 5-8 2022
Hill's Native Art Gallery

✆604-685-4249 hills.ca
NOW ONLINE ONLY. After 74 years
Hill's Native Art has closed its
retail locations in Vancouver and
Nanaimo. Its impressive collection of
Totems, Masks, Paddles, Jewellery,
Argillite, Original Paintings, Limited
Edition Prints, Baskets and more
can now be found at a discounted
rate on our website. Hill’s has the
largest variety of price ranges and
represents artists such as Bill Reid,
Roy Vickers, Norval Morrisseau and
Andy Everson.

Ian Tan Gallery

2342 Granville St
✆604-738-1077
iantangallery.com
tue-sat 12-5pm.
Established in 1999, the Ian Tan
Gallery in British Columbia represents important emerging and
established artists in contemporary
Canadian art. The gallery promotes
a strong regional interest in a
diverse range of West Coast artists,
while maintaining a reputation for
high quality works and a discerning
exhibition program. Apr 2-30 Limited Editions. Sean William Randall,
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Sarah Gee Miller, Marco Tulio,
Kevin Lanthier & Andrew Valko.
May 7-31 Guest Artist: Joon Lee,
a selection of paintings from Joon's
Is This Love series.

Il Museo,
Italian Cultural Centre

3075 Slocan St
✆604-430-3337
italianculturalcentre.ca
tue-sat 10am-5pm. To Aug 15 Mary
Magdalene, Resurrected: The
mosaics of Lilian Broca. Featured
is a mosaic series made out of
Venetian glass. It is a post-modern
interpretation of the enigmatic Mary
Magdalene. The divine feminine
is explored through the story and

traditions of Mary Magdalene. This
is the third mosaic series of Lilian
Broca where she reclaims important
women from ancient history in light
of contemporary feminism.

Joyce Williams Gallery

114-1118 Homer St, Yaletown
✆778-713-4814 jwprintsmaps.com
wed-sat 12-4pm.
Old and New, antique copper
etchings, Japanese woodblock
prints and modern oils and acrylics
by Brian Scott. We are very excited
about purchasing the Joyce Williams
Gallery in Yaletown. We have over
3,500 pieces, most over 100 years
old and several from the 15th
century. We also exhibiting paintings
of Vancouver and Whistler.

David Syre:
Watercolors
April 2 - Aug 27, 2022
Public Opening:
April 2 from 3-5pm

Path Less Traveled – 2021, Watercolor on Paper,
Marker, 24 x 18 in

Bellingham, WA 98226
(360) 746-8745
gallerysyre@gmail.com
www.gallerysyre.com

Art Vancouver May 5-8, 2022

Le HangArt Gallery

2239 Granville St
✆604-818-5385 • 604-732-0875
lehangart.gallery
tue-sat 10am-5:30pm.
Latest creations or vintage collections at workshop prices. One of our
mandates is to make art accessible
and to ensure a large visibility of
Canadian artists. Like a record
store, Le HangArt offers access to
thousands of original works where
customers can unearth their future
favorites. Individuals, companies,
designers, we are here to assist
you in your search. Trust us with
your projects!

Libby Leshgold Gallery

Emily Carr University of Art + Design
520 East 1st Ave
✆604-844-3809 libby.ecuad.ca
daily 12-5pm. Free admission.
To Apr 24 Related, featuring
Brittney Namaakii Bear Hat, Gabi
Dao, Terrance James Houle & Neko
Wong-Houle and Zinnia Naqvi. When
considering family and ancestry, we
place ourselves in a group, partnership, or as part of a long line. In
a society that values individualism,
how do we stress the importance
of maintaining this interconnectedness? How can we ensure that
relationships are built, rather than
severed, through the accumulated
separations of distance and time?
All five artists live within the imaginary border that delineates so-called
“Canada”, each with their own
distinct histories and connections
to this place, which are reflected
in their explorations of family
and ancestry.

Mid Main Art Fair

Guillermo Romero de la Arena
@guillermoromerodelaarena
See his work at Art Vancouver May 5-8, 2022
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Heritage Hall midmainart.com
sun 11am-6pm.
June 5 Mid Main Art Fair: Heritage
Hall. Celebrating our tenth year!
Seventeen established Vancouver
area artists showcasing works for
sale in a variety of styles and mediums including watercolors, acrylic,
oil, photography, and printmaking.
Featuring Mariko Ando, Wally Barber,
Enda Bardell, Jodie Blaney, Coral
Ye Chen, Sally Clark, Wanda Doyle,
Judith Fairwood, Jeanette Jarville,
Danyne Johnston, James Koll, Sharka Leigh, Tana Lynn, Sonia Mocnik,

Eva Wideman, Jeff Wilson and
Sandra Yuen. For more information
midmainart.com.

Morris and Helen Belkin
Art Gallery

University of British Columbia
1825 Main Mall
✆604-822-2759
belkin.ubc.ca
tue-fri 10am-5pm; sat & sun 125pm. Free admission.
To Apr 10 Laiwan: Traces,
Erasures, Resists highlights the
artist’s attention to the material and
symbolic vocabularies of print and
lens-based media between 1980
and 2000, and features her early
interventions into the logic of the
book form and the ideology of historical and encyclopedic genres.
Apr 29-May 29 Protean Lattice: UBC Master of Fine Arts
Exhibition. The Belkin is pleased to
present an exhibition of work by the
2022 graduates of the University of
British Columbia’s two-year Master
of Fine Arts program: Russell
Gordon, Romi Kim, Hannah Möller,
Ido Radon and Arti Struyanskiy.

C Mawle Art
series release:

“Island Brushstrokes”

Art Vancouver May 5-8 2022
 1055 Canada Place
 www.cmawle.com

Museum of Anthropology
at UBC

6393 NW Marine Dr
✆604-822-5087 moa.ubc.ca
tue-sun 10am-5pm. Last Thursday
of the month 10am-9pm. MOA Shop:
tue-sun 11am-5pm. Admission:
adults $15; students & seniors (65+)
$13; family $35; children 6 and
under free; UBC staff, students &
faculty free with ID. Last Thursdays
$10 (5-9pm). Visit website for tickets
& info. Opening May 12 Xicanx:
Dreamers + Changemakers /
Soñadores y creadores de cambios showcases the rich traditions
of Xicanx artists, dreamers and
changemakers, whose art practices
draw on their Mexican American
heritage and generations of activism
that began as part of El Movimiento,
the Chicano civil rights movement
of the 1960s and 1970s in the US.
To this day, Xicanx artists continue to
combine art and activism, remaining
vital in the ongoing fight for social
justice for all. Xicanx is jointly curated by Jill Baird, MOA Curator, and
Greta de León, Executive Director
of The Americas Research Network.
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Highlights

Lilian Broca, Mary Magdalene
Awaiting Emmanuel (detail), 2021

Meghan Hildebrand, Dare Me, 2021

BRITISH COLUMBIA

by Robin Laurence

LILIAN BROCA: MARY MAGDALENE RESURRECTED
Il Museo, Italian Cultural Centre, Vancouver. To Aug 15
Acclaimed for her Venetian glass mosaics depicting powerful women of Judeo-Christian belief, Vancouver artist Lilian Broca has now turned her attention to the New
Testament character of Mary Magdalene. Based on years of research, poring over
ancient manuscripts in Ethiopia, Israel and Greece, Broca has uncovered previously
obscured aspects of Mary Magdalene’s story and represents her here not as a fallen
woman in need of redemption but as an individual of strength, resourcefulness and
valued companionship.
MEGHAN HILDEBRAND: CHANGING CHANNELS
Madrona Gallery, Victoria. Apr 23 - May 7
These colourful paintings by Powell River artist Meghan Hildebrand vibrate with joy,
wonder and an element of the fantastical. In her artist’s statement, Hildebrand says
she tries to explore “sensations of wonder beyond representation of the actual thing
or place.” Working in acrylic and watercolour, she creates landscapes that appear
suspended between earth and sky, day and night, reality and imagination. The aurora
borealis and flashing pink comets light up icy white mountains and aquamarine lakes.

VANCOUVER
Museum of Vancouver

Vanier Park
1100 Chestnut St
✆604-736-4431
museumofvancouver.ca
daily 10am-5pm. Admission: adults
(18+) $15; seniors (65+) $10;
students (with ID) $10; children (6 to
11) $10; children (5 and under) free:
Self-identifying as Indigenous free.
Ongoing That Which Sustains
Us. Explores the convergence of

different knowledge traditions in
the Vancouver area through an
examination of people’s interactions with forests and their natural
environment. A Seat at the Table:
Chinese Immigration and British
Columbia. A multi-venue exhibition
highlighting the importance of
food and restaurant culture in
the Chinese-Canadian immigrant
experience. Real-time Collecting:
Documenting and Remembering
COVID-19. This micro-exhibition
features over 20 objects, recently

acquired at MOV, that represent a
wide range of COVID-19 moments
and lived experiences. Boarder X. A
travelling exhibition that showcases
Indigenous art and activism through
surf, skate and snowboard culture
in Canada.

Or Gallery

236 E Pender St
✆604-683-7395 orgallery.org
tue-sat 12-5pm. Free admission.
To Apr 30 Sensing of the Wound.
Whess Harman & Pamila Matharu.

Don’t just see ~ come, experience Eastern Woodland Art
at the Art Vancouver International Show May 5-8, Vancouver Convention Centre.
easternwoodlandart.ca
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James Darin Corbiere ~ Waab Shki Makwa

YICHAN ART
Curated by Denise Ryner. Through
their combination of visual art and
practices of convening collectives,
artists Whess Harman's and
Pamila Matharu's works configure
DIY publishing, youth culture and
archival material into constellations
that question what lies beyond,
or remains invisible to the colonial
and institutional gaze.

Oscar Deras Studio Gallery

114-1118 Homer St, Yaletown
✆778-713-4814
oscarderas.wordpress.com
wed-sat 12-4pm. Featuring Oscar
Deras’ original oils, watercolors
and woodblock prints. Oscar has
spent many years exhibiting in
Vancouver since immigrating from
Central America via Mexico City. His
exquisite oils have magic in his use
of half tones, shadows contrasting
to pure colors. Seldom do collectors
have the opportunity to visit an
artist’s studio and gallery, a working
artist with many years experience.
Oscar is versatile and open to commissions. His wood block prints are
finely crafted and reasonably priced.

preview-art.com

@yichan_artist
yichanartist.com
See her work at Art Vancouver May 5-8, 2022

Outsiders and Others

716 East Hastings St
✆604-499-5025
outsidersandothers.com
fri, sat, sun 11-4pm or by appt.
Apr 1-May 1 Norman Fox: Camera
Crossing. Photographs of Vancouver's downtown eastside from the
last 20 years from self-taught artist
Norman Fox. May 6-29 From Up
North. Group exhibition featuring
self-taught artists from north BC.

Pacific Arts Market

2nd floor, 1448 W Broadway
✆604-216-9063
pacificartsmarket.ca
Check website for hours and updates. A year-round Art Market and
Gallery showcasing the incredible
work of over 100 local artists,
designers and craftspeople. Our
passion is to promote the amazing
local talent found right here in
BC by offering inexpensive rental
spaces and ensuring all money from
sales goes directly to the artisans
themselves. We regularly hold
events and opening exhibitions, and
our Art Market hosts a great variety

of workshops led by artists. Our new
Artist Studios participate in various
local Studio Tours. A great place in
Vancouver to buy local art, gifts,
and crafts and participate in the
local art community!

Pendulum Gallery

HSBC Building
885 W Georgia St
✆604-250-9682
pendulumgallery.bc.ca
mon-wed 9am-5pm; thu-fri 9am9pm; sat 9am-5pm. To Apr 14
Family Album. Explores the power
of image-making in relation to this
fundamental social unit. The artists
use the camera as a mechanism
by which to better understand their
own personal histories and familial
relationships. Apr 18-May 13
The Collective Agency Project.
Seniors are usually overlooked when
thinking about diversification and
inclusivity. Here, a group of senior
Vancouver artists counters this, giving voice and presence to this age
group. May 16-Jun 17 The Great
Refusal, Jay Senetchko. This Vancouver-based painter explores big
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Per Diem: The Gerd Metzdorff Collection
GRIFFIN ART PROJECTS, North Vancouver BC - To May 8

by Michael Turner

Christos Dikeakos, Gerd Metzdorff No. 4, 2020,
archival inkjet photo, series of 4

Per Diem takes its name from the collecting
methodology of Vancouverite Gerd Metzdorff
(1948-2020), a flight attendant who, in the
spirit of the “directed” artwork, set aside his
travel day per diems toward the acquisition of
paintings, prints, photographs and sculpture
by leading figures in modern and contemporary art – a list that includes Lynda Benglis,
Donald Judd, Robert Rauschenberg, Cindy
Sherman and Andy Warhol as well as Vancouver-based artists Stan Douglas, Rodney
Graham and Ian Wallace.

Metzdorff ’s large collection is only part of
his contribution to the region’s cultural ecology. Like the Freybes, he was active not only
in encouraging an appreciation of art but also
in cultivating relationships among artists,
curators, scholars and collectors. Among the
artists Metzdorff introduced to Vancouver
are the sculptors Benglis and John Chamberlain. He also brought to Vancouver the
feminist art historian Griselda Pollack and
Alanna Heiss, founder of the PS1 Contemporary Art Center. But his greatest contribution
might well be his co-founding of the Con- Christos Dikeakos, Gerd Metzdorff No. 3, 2020,
temporary Art Society of Vancouver, which archival inkjet photo, series of 4
he served as its inaugural programmer.
Panel on collecting with Karen Tam April 24, 1-2:30pm
griffinartprojects.ca
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Courtesy of the artist

Courtesy of the artist

Griffin Art Projects is the brainchild of Brigitte
and Henning Freybe, long-time West Vancouver collectors whose knowledge and appreciation of art includes the various and sometimes
undetectable interactions that occur in its
milieu. Under the direction of Lisa Baldissara,
the Griffin has expanded its mandate of exhibiting works from private collections and hosting
artist residencies to include talks, panels and
symposia. Per Diem, the current exhibition,
was curated by Baldissara and provides the
thematic basis for an April 24 panel on collecting by adjunct curator Karen Tam.

South Granville

GALLERY ROW

sgga.ca

South Granville Gallery Association
1

1

6th Ave
2
3
7th Ave

2

4

5

8th Ave

3

Uno Langmann Limited

2117 Granville St
604.736.8825
langmann.com

Petley Jones Gallery

2245 Granville St
604.732.5353
petleyjones.com

Heffel Fine Art
Auction House

2247 Granville St
604.732.6505

6
7

GRANVILLE

WEST BROADWAY

4

10th Ave
5

11th Ave
6

12th Ave
7

13th Ave

14th Ave
8
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Ian Tan Gallery

604.738.1077
2342 Granville St
iantangallery.com

8

Douglas Reynolds Gallery

2335 Granville St
604.731.9292
douglasreynoldsgallery.com

Marion Scott Gallery

2423 Granville St
604.685.1934
marionscottgallery.com

2435 Granville St
604.736.5444

Bau-Xi Gallery

3045 Granville St
604.733.7011
bau-xi.com
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Alison Yip: Soma Topika
CONTEMPORARY ART GALLERY, Vancouver BC - To May 1

Photo: Rachel Topham Photography

by Michael Turner
Known for her small, largely figurative drawings
and paintings, Alison Yip turned heads in 2016-17
with her treatment of the Vancouver Art Gallery’s
rotunda as part of the gallery’s Vancouver Special: Ambivalent Pleasures triennial. Not simply
for the paintings she made in the rotunda’s shallow alcoves, but for her application of a stark,
white-on-black diagonal lattice motif on the
surrounding walls (like the machine-produced
lattice sections found at big-box DIY stores). That
some of these lattice sections had broken holes
in them simulated the violence through which
the city communicates with itself.
For her current exhibition, Yip wrapped the
walls of the CAG’s Alvin Balkind Gallery in renovation-protective plastic and provided a partially
finished free-standing wall to suggest a transitional, if not liminal, environment. On these walls
Alison Yip, What will cause me great
hang a series of small oil paintings made on a
embarrassment? (Somatic) (detail), 2022,
variety of surfaces (paper, laminate tile, steel,
oil, paper, laminate tile
metal, aluminum, copper). Their titles are derived
from questions Yip posed to a psychic and a “neo-shaman,” with the artist appearing as a
poseable mannequin.
The lone sculptural work, entitled The Body Says No (2021), consists of polyacrylic scarves,
plastic, metal and hemp string and is intended as a “counterpoint” to the painting What will my
relationship be with the gallerist? (Auratic) (2021). According to the exhibition pamphlet: “This
painting depicts Yip’s dealer unboxing scarves made as gallery merchandise, following the
prediction from her psychic that she may be pushed towards commercializing her work in new
and uncomfortable ways. While Yip produced a set of scarves, they exist only as part of this
sculpture, which her dealer has agreed will never be made available for sale.”
contemporaryartgallery.ca

VANCOUVER
themes on big canvases. He utilizes
live models who he first sketches in
oil paint, then incorporates into the
finished work

SFU Galleries
✆778-782-4266
sfu.ca/galleries
TECK GALLERY SFU Harbour Centre,
515 W. Hastings St, open during
campus hours. Ongoing lessLIE:
Salish Modern/Tradition. Cognizant
of the ways in which the written
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word has been weaponized by
colonizers to discriminate against
and dismantle Indigenous ways of
life, lessLIE is interested in its duality
as an instrument for both cultural
oppression and cultural survival of
his Coast Salish People. Check website for updates on AUDAIN GALLERY
& SFU GALLERY.

Studio 13 Fine Art

1315 Railspur Alley, Granville Island
✆604-731-0068
studio13fineart.com
wed-sun 11-5pm. Free admission.

Showing the Art Works of Skai
Fowler and Alice Rich. Jun 10-20
Bodies of Water with guest artist
Joanna Clark.

SUM gallery

Pride In Art Society
425-268 Keefer St
✆604-200-6661 sumgallery.ca
tue-sat 12-6pm. visits are by appt.
or drop in.
To May 14 SUM gallery and 2022
Capture Photography Festival
present Sovereignty, a photo series
by Duane Isaac. This solo exhibition

Nature Unfiltered

Fine Art Photography
1506 Duranleau Street, Vancouver (Granville Island), BC
604 559 5112 | karencoopergallery.com
•

from Mi’gmaq photographer and
mask maker Isaac is an exploration
of the Indigenous relationship between Land and body. In this mixed
media installation, Isaac documents
the Indigenous body in nature, casting his model as a representation
of sovereignty under threat. Sovereignty perfectly captures common
themes of his photographic work
and contemporary mask-making as
a whole: a work informed by Indigenous ways of knowing, the queer
gaze, environmental angst and an
apocalyptic perspective on the past
and future. Apr 7-9 SUM gallery
and Flavourcel Animation Collection
present Centipede, a special pop-up
animation exhibition on the LG floor
of the Sun Wah Centre.

•

as all members of the Group
of Seven and several of their contemporaries. Featuring J.P. Riopelle,
Lawren Harris, Tom Thomson
and Emily Carr.

The Gallery at The Cultch
1895 Venables St
✆604-251-1766

thecultch.com/gallery/
mon-fri 12-4pm.
Exhibitions also online.
Apr 13-May 8 Wendy Stewart.
Paintings of Vancouver's downtown
eastside. May 11-29 IGNITE! Youth
Driven Festival. Group exhibition
with young artists.

The
Earring
Show
VIRTUAL FUNDRAISER

The Art Emporium

2928 Granville St
✆604-738-3510
theartemporium.ca
mon-sat 10am-6pm and by appt.
Exceptional inventory of paintings
by Canadian, American, and French
masters of the 20th century, as well

preview-art.com

opening: may 5, 2022 | 7p PST
on view & for sale: may 5 - june 30, 2022
craftcouncilbc.ca/tes
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VANCOUVER
The Gallery George

1502 East Hastings
✆778-986-1805
gallerygeorgevancouver.com
wed-sun 12-6pm.
The Gallery George shows painters,
designers and sculptors in the new
space on 1502 East Hastings. It's
in the heart of Vancouver's Arts
District, just a few steps from the
many studios where artists carry out
their practices. Come visit and enjoy
our monthly themed exhibitions.
COVID protocols in place. Drop in for
an in-person safe visit. Alternatively,
view many of the artworks through
the windows.

and imaginative mixed media adds
colour and texture to the very tactile
impression of the sculpture. Sideby-side these distinctly different art
forms have something to say about
the essence of the human artistic
instinct. Ukama Gallery welcomes
both art collectors and art lovers-a
truly unique experience.

Uno Langmann Limited

2117 Granville St
✆604-736-8825 • 1-800-730-8825
langmann.com
tue-sat 10am-5pm or by appt.
Apr 1-30. Danish Golden Era.
In early 19th century, artists in
Denmark, influenced by the strong
German Romantic movement, took
inspiration from nature. Their style,
Toni Onley Estate Works
characterized by Carl Frederic
✆250-380-4660 (BC)
Aagaard, focused on the tonal mas✆403-262-8050 (AB)
tery of capturing natural light and
Toni Onley watercolours & collages at
imbuing it with radiance. This exhibithe Madrona Gallery, Victoria BC and
tion showcases the works by Danish
at the Wallace Gallery, Calgary, AB.
artists in the late 19th century and
early 20th preceded by Peder MonUkama Gallery
sted, Carl Frederic Aagaard, Frederik
1802 Maritime Mews, Granville Island
Winther, Godfred Christensen,
✆778-379-0666
among others. May 1-31. Canadian
ukama.ca
Terrain. In celebration of Canadian
wed, thu & sun 11am-5pm; fri & sat
art, this exhibition highlights paint11am-6pm; mon 11am-3pm.
ings of Canadian landscapes. The
Please visit website for updates.
unique topography of Canada was
Specializing in original works of art
a profound influence on the artists
from world-renowned and emerging
included in this exhibition, from
stone sculptors from Zimbabwe,
coastal life to the rugged North.
Ukama Gallery also represents
Artists included in this exhibition are
outstanding local artists from
John A. Hammond, Thomas Harold
Canada's
beautiful
Coast. A Marshal
MM Preview
AdWest
final_Roz
16/03/22
9:52 AM
Beament,
Eric Riordon
and Page
Thomas1
combination of expressive canvases
Mower Martin.

LILIAN BR OCA

Mary Magdalene
Resurrected
March 31–August 15, 2022
Monday – Saturday 10AM–5PM

italianculturalcentre.ca
Tel: 604.430.3337
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Vancouver Art Gallery

750 Hornby St
✆604-662-4719 (24hr info line)
vanartgallery.bc.ca
mon, wed, thu, sat, sun 10am-5pm;
tue & fri 12-8pm. Reference Library:
mon-wed 11am-5pm by appt.
Admission: adult $24; senior $20;
student $18; children (6-12) $$6.50;
children (5 and under) and members
free. Apr 15-18 For All Time:
The Shakespeare FIRST FOLIO.
To May 1 GROWING FREEDOM
The instructions of Yoko Ono / The
art of John and Yoko. To May 23
Offsite: Keith Langergraber.
Apr 15-Sep 11 Everything Under
the Sun: In Memory of Andrew
Gruft. Apr 15-Sep 11 Kids Take
Over. Apr 15-Sep 11 Restless:
Recent Acquisitions. To Oct 23 The
Imitation Game: Visual Culture in
the Age of Artificial Intelligence.

Vancouver Fine Art Gallery

2233 Granville St
✆778-737-9888
vancouverfineartgallery.com
mon-sat 10am-6pm;
sun 11am-5pm.
Vancouver Fine Art Gallery is proud
to present a collection of the finest
original paintings and sculptures
from established modern-day contemporary artists, French impressionist, 20th century, Old Masters
and local Canadian Artists.

Vancouver Maritime Museum

Vanier Park
1905 Ogden Ave
✆604-257-8300
vanmaritime.com
tue-sun 10am-5pm. Timed entrances, check website for details.
Admission (+GST): adults $13.50;
students & seniors (ID) $11.00;
youth (6-18) $10.00; family $38.00;
5 & under free.
Ongoing Canoe Cultures :: Ho'ku-melh - War Canoes and the
Gifts They Carry Forward. This
celebration of the resilience of Indigenous communities is curated by
Indigenous artist Roxanne Charles.
Ho’-ku-melh is a Chinook Jargon
word that means “to gather.” This
exhibition is a gathering of artists
and knowledge holders. Twelve
Indigenous artists share their gifts
in a multi-sensory journey exploring

Chinese Canadian Museum
Finds a Historic Permanent Home
by Robin Laurence

Vancouver Chinatown’s Barbecue Meats Protest, 1970s, an
interactive and immersive paper shadow exhibit display produced
by Mere Phantoms, part of the A Seat at the Table exhibition

British Columbia is set to welcome
the Chinese Canadian Museum to
a permanent location in the historic
Wing Sang Building in Vancouver’s
Chinatown. A recent announcement from the BC government
confirmed its commitment of $27.5
million to support the acquisition
of the building, along with its planning and operations. The museum
is scheduled to open in its new
home in summer 2023.

In conversation with Preview,
Grace Wong, chair of the Chinese
Canadian Museum Society of British Columbia, said that the idea of an exhibiting institution
that shared the province-wide history, contributions and cultural heritage of Chinese Canadians
had been floated for years by various interested groups. The independent non-profit society
formally came together in March 2020, following a commitment from the provincial government in 2017 to establish a Chinese Canadian Museum. Even before securing a permanent
location, the Chinese Canadian Museum has been creating public programs and temporary
exhibitions in collaboration with other cultural institutions. These include the award-winning
show A Seat at the Table in the Hon Hsing Building in Vancouver and the recently opened First
Steps in Victoria’s Fan Tan Alley.
Recounting the search for a permanent home, Wong lauds the “amazing match” of the museum with the oldest structure in Vancouver’s Chinatown. The Wing Sang, at 51 East Pender
Street, was built by prominent Vancouver resident Yip Sang, with construction beginning in
1888. In 2004, it was acquired by another prominent Vancouver resident – businessman,
philanthropist and art collector Bob Rennie – who carefully restored and renovated the heritage-designated property to house a private art museum and offices (now slated to move to
different quarters). “Our family’s duty to 51 East Pender has always been to be a good custodian,” Rennie has said. “We are honoured and excited to have [it] …now celebrated as home to
the Chinese Canadian Museum.”
chinesecanadianmuseum.ca
climate change, food security,
displacement and colonialism. The
exhibition also showcases Canoe
Cultures, a program that promotes
canoe pulling.

VISUALSPACE Gallery

3352 Dunbar St
✆604-559-0576
visualspace.ca
tue-sat 12-5pm.
Apr 7-May 7 Phantom DNA Val
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Nelson. A collection of oil paintings
seeming to depict decayed palace
interiors and a romantic Parisian
landscape. May 13-15 Dreamscapes: Abstract and Minimalist
Images: Kim Stevens. Fine art
photography featuring minimalist
landscapes and abstract images of
trees and florals. May 26-29 Collective Chemistry: Nancy Byrtus, Kier
Enemark, Bijal Patel, Ann Robson
and Mark Yeoman. During a time of

fragmentation and uncertainty, these
emerging artists formed a creative
community. This is a new and exciting exhibition of diverse paintings,
collage and mixed media works that
reflect the shared belief that art can
elevate and renew both the artist
and the viewer. Extended hours for
this exhibition: thu & fri 11am-9pm,
sat & sun 11am-7pm.
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The Imitation Game:
Visual Culture in the Age of Artificial Intelligence
VANCOUVER ART GALLERY, Vancouver BC - To Oct 23
Courtesy of Neri Oxman and the MIT Mediated Matter Group

by Michael Turner

Neri Oxman and the MIT Mediated Matter Group,
Golden Bee Cube, Synthetic Apiary II, 2020,
beeswax, acrylic, gold particles, gold powder

The slow but steady passage of visual art
into visual culture is as much the result of
an emergent 21st-century social practice
as it is of technological advancements
that have provided us with shared tools
with which to communicate our shared
experiences. Yet while social practice has
inscribed its history in the course of making it, technological history is often taken
for granted. VAG senior curator Bruce
Grenville (with guest curator Glenn Entis)
seems aware of this fact, and the result is
The Imitation Game.

Taking its title from mathematician Alan
Turing’s idea of “an ‘imitation game’ that could be used to test a machine’s capacity to display intelligent behaviour in a manner that would be indistinguishable from natural human
behaviour,” Grenville has designed an exhibition that tracks artificial intelligence (AI) from the
1950s to the present. Like visual art practice itself, which has expanded in that time to include
photography, video, performance, installation and social practice, AI’s expansion can be found
within the fields of animation, architecture, fashion, urban design and video games, examples
of which abound throughout the exhibition.
To describe Imitation Game as sensory overload would be an understatement. But for those
seeking respite from screens shrieking scenes from Blade Runner (1982) and The Matrix
(1999), there are quieter, if not equally haunting works. One of them is Creepers (2021-22), by
graduate students from the Centre for Digital Media. Interested parties stand before a screen
and are shown not only their movements throughout the room, but how long they spent looking at the works within it. Also included are works by Stafford Beer, Gui Bonsiepe, Sougwen
Chung, Muriel Cooper, DeepDream, Stephanie Dinkins, Epic Games, Amber Frid-Jimenez, Neri
Oxman and WETA, among others.
vanartgallery.bc.ca

VANCOUVER
West of Main Art Walk

artistsinourmidst.com
11am-5pm. Free admission.
May 18-19 West of Main Art Walk
is back! Discover over 75 artists at
their 30th annual event, Vancouver’s original open studio tour and
sale. Presented by Artists in our
Midst, this year’s lineup includes
painters, potters, sculptors, fabric
artists, photographers and more.
May 18-19 Two-day Preview
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Exhibition & Sale, 10am-9pm at
Roundhouse Community Centre,
Yaletown. Evening Reception, artists
in attendance: May 19, 7-9pm. View
artwork and plan next weekend’s
tour. May 28-29 Open Studio Tour
& Sale, open daily 11am-5pm. From
internationally recognized artists to
some of the city’s newest emerging
talent, engage with artists in their
studios and throughout hubs in the
community. Visit website for event
info. Follow @westofmainartwalk.

VERNON
Gallery Vertigo

#102-3105 28th Ave
✆250-503-2297 • 250-549-2754
galleryvertigo.com
tue-sat 12-4 pm. Admission by
donation. Apr 5-30 Reflections: A
Fibre Art Exhibition. What comes
to mind? Your image in a mirror?
The reflection of the far shore in a
cool lake? Do you “reflect” back to
earlier memories or more recent
events? British Columbia fibre

artists were challenged and invited
to consider, reflect and submit their
representation of this concept to
this themed exhibit. Opening: Apr 7,
6-8pm. May 3-28 North to South-A
Journey Through the Okanagan
Valley a collaboration by Aimee
Baerg and Melanie Fenton is a visual
journey depicting views of the entire
Okanagan, taking the viewer through
the remarkable transformation of
this landscape, from field to forest to
semi-arid desert, highlighting both
the diversity and the similarities
throughout. Opening: May 5, 6-8pm.

Vernon Public Art Gallery

3228 31st Ave
✆250-545-3173
vernonpublicartgallery.com
mon-fri 10am-5pm; sat 11am-4pm.
To May 18 Brigitta Kocsis - #techboyz is a series of paintings that
bring together different strategies
and techniques to express Kocsis’
relationship towards the subject
of everyday life of young adults.
Focusing on the everyday lives of
young tech workers in the Mile-End
neighbourhood in Montreal, capturing a special moment in time where
they regain a sense of freedom
after long periods of isolation. SD#
22 Elementary schools: Art from
the Heart. Annual exhibition by
elementary students whose artwork
delights viewers with their creativeness under the guidance of their
art teachers. Apr 21-May 18 SD#
22 Secondary schools: Art and
Soul. Artwork created by secondary
students displays a maturity of
handling various mediums and more
importantly, demonstrates a strong
conceptual approach.

VICTORIA
arc.hive gallery

2516 Bridge St
✆250-891-0811
arc-hivearc.org
sat & sun 12-5pm. COVID protocols
in place. Apr 2-17 Around Here,
Rachel Vanderswet. Built from
images captured by the artist in
her local neighbourhood in Victoria,
Around Here uses photography, collage and painting to transform and
reinvigorate that which can become
ordinary through familiarity. Apr 30-
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Giclée Printing · Image Capturing
Canvas Stretching · Framing Options
eCommerce Integration
1-800-663-2456 · hemlock.com

May 15 Tenuous Devotions, Sarah
Graeme is an interdisciplinary body
of work that combines materials and
craft practices to explore questions
of place, connection and relationships between the individual and a
larger web of relations. This work
brings together ceramics, wood
and basketry techniques to create
composite craft vessels.

Art Gallery of Greater Victoria

1040 Moss St
✆250-384-4171
aggv.ca
tue-wed & fri-sat 10am-5pm;
thu 1-9pm; sun 12-5pm. Admission:
adults $13; seniors (65+), students
(with ID) $11; youth (6-17) $2.50;
child (5 and under) and members
free. Apr 2-Sep 25 Reverberations
aims to bring fresh eyes and minds
to reflect on works from AGGV’s
permanent collection through an
intergenerational, cross-disciplinary
and cross cultural project. Artists,
makers, and creators were invited
to select works from our collection
that they felt a resonance to and in

turn share their own work bringing
into conversation a diverse range
of expressions. This project is an
opportunity to present and share
our collection in meaningful ways,
and to create new relationships
while maintaining existing ones with
folks in our community. We hope to
offer our collection as a resource,
as a means of bringing voices and
interpretations from a range of
perspectives, disciplines, and generations into the exhibition space.

Central Art Studio & Gallery

The Bay Centre
1150 Douglas St
✆250-889-3972
centralartstudiogallery.com
mon-fri 11-5pm. COVID-19 Safety
Protocols in effect.
Award winning, internationally
collected artist Peter N Van Giesen
welcomes visitors to his studio &
gallery operating in Victoria, BC.
Located in The BAY CENTRE LEVEL
ONE (Government Street entrance
level). He represents his own fine art
as well as curates fine art produced
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Diyan Achjadi: Carried Through the Water
NANAIMO ART GALLERY, Nanaimo BC - April 16 - June 26

by Christine Clark
A professor at Emily Carr University of Art + Design, Diyan
Achjadi is a printmaker, illustrator
and animator who creates print,
installation and video work. Recipient of a 2021 VIVA Award,
the $15,000 prize awarded to
extraordinary mid-career BC artists, Diyan explores contemporary
issues, from queer identity to the
impacts of post-colonial migration
on culturally traditional patterns
and images. Because she moved
Diyan Achjadi, What Is Unseen, 2021, ink, graphite,
as a child, from her birthplace in
collage on paper
Jakarta, Indonesia, to London,
UK, and later to New York City, Achjadi has developed what she describes as an interest in
“different perceptions of the world.”
“I am invested in working with my hand through drawing or printmaking, and making that
handmade mark and process more visible,” Diyan writes. “I often start with a response to a
story, a gesture, or an image, and I rarely know what the end result of the work will be. I come
to the work with hope that the curiosity that propels my work, the evidence of the investment
of time and labour, and open-endedness of my approach allows for multiple points of entry
for someone encountering my work; that even if my specific references are not familiar to
someone, the combination of images, patterns, marks, forms, titles, invite curiosity, questions,
and engagement.”
In this solo show at the Nanaimo Art Gallery, Achjadi will be exhibiting new and current works
of ink and gouache on paper alongside Hush, an animated series of small-scale watercolour
and ink drawings made during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic. This series was
originally commissioned for the City of Vancouver’s Public Art Program and was shown on
Emily Carr University’s Urban Screen during the spring and summer of 2021.
Opening reception April 22, 7-9pm
nanaimoartgallery.ca

VICTORIA
by other local Vancouver Island
artists including: John D. Stevenson,
Tanya Clark, Linda Skalenda, Elfrida
Schragen, Barb Springer-Sapergia,
Ray Sapergia, Carol Koebbeman,
Ellen Coburn, Diane Adolph, Susan
Geddes, P. Jean Oliver, Rosalinde
Maria Compton, Sharon Wareing,
John Prevost, Anne Bowen, Rajat
Shanbhag, Karen Muntean and
Mike Lathrop.
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Deluge Contemporary Art

636 Yates St
✆250-385-3327
deluge.ca
wed-sat 12-4pm.
To Apr 16 Becoming Plastic,
Carollyne Yardley. The exhibition
is an extension of Yardley's ongoing
investigations into native and
introduced urban animals and the
derogation of the environment.

Flux Media Gallery

1524 Pandora Ave
✆250-381-4428
fluxmediagallery.org
tue-fri 12-5pm.
Apr 22-Jun 24 Dream Technology.
Curated by Joshua Ngenda. A collaborative community collage project
visioning the multipliplexity of Black
futurity and wellness.

MEGHAN HILDEBRAND
CHANGING CHANNELS
APRIL 27 - MAY 7
606 VIEW STREET VICTORIA, B.C
WWW.MADRONAGALLERY.COM
250-380-4660

Gage Gallery Arts Collective

19 Bastion Square
✆250-592-2760
gagegallery.ca
tue-sat 11am-5pm;
sun 12-4pm. Free admission.
To Apr 17 The Hour of Hush and
Wonder. In this exhibition, Shannon
Holms showcases local places and
spaces around Victoria, bathed in the
glowing light just before, during and
after sunset. This is the violet hour,
the magic hour, the hour of hush and
wonder. Apr 19-May 8 Dissonance
by Ilka Bauer. Large-scale works
in acrylic, ink and paper sculptures
explore disconnects between intent
and outcome in modern environmental governance. May 10-29 Art
for Dogs and the People Who Love
Them. Celebrate the special bond
we share with dogs depicted by
Tanya Bub in sculpture and collage
and in paintings by Deborah Leigh.
25% of sales donated to the SPCA.

Madrona Gallery

606 View St
✆250-380-4660
madronagallery.com
tue-sat 10am-5:30pm;
sun & mon 11am-5pm.
Apr 23-May 7 Meghan Hildebrand. In her eighth solo exhibition
with Madrona Gallery, Meghan
Hildebrand brings her mysterious
and fantastical aesthetic to a new
series of 20 acrylic and watercolour
paintings. Based in Powell River,
BC, Hildebrand's work has been
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featured in major exhibitions around
the globe. May 14-27 Quvianaqtuk
Pudlat. Madrona Gallery is pleased
to present a solo exhibition of
drawings by Kinngait based artist
Quvianaqtuk Pudlat. Beginning his
career as a carver, Pudlat recently
switched to drawing and has been
gaining recognition for his keen
observations and depictions of Arctic
wildlife. This will be Pudlat's first
solo exhibition in Western Canada.

Abstract the News. Series by
feature artist Diana Smith. Zoom
Opening: Apr 1, 7pm May 5 Artist
talk: The Power and the Puzzle of
Abstraction. Starts a 7pm. Call-out
for art for juried Jun/Jul show on
rural and island life. Submission
deadline: May 13. Watercolour
painting workshop, with Elaine
Hughes will be held in July. Submission details and links to events on
Facebook and our website.

Mark Loria Gallery

Open Space

621 Fort St
✆250-383-8224
markloriagallery.com
tue-sat 11am-6pm.
To Apr 30 The Garden Series: New
Paintings by George Littlechild. An
exhibition of new works by one of
Canada's leading indigenous artists,
George Littlechild (Cree). An incredible series of original mixed media
paintings on paper (in Littlechild's
recognizable style) connecting flora
with indigenous portraits.

Metchosin ArtPod

4495 Happy Valley Rd, Metchosin
✆250-813-2751 • 778-432-4386
metchosinartpod.ca
fri-sun 11am-4pm.
Metchosin ArtPod is an artist-run
collective in Metchosin, west of
Victoria. Apr 1-May 29 Sub Text:
The Message in Art with art that
incorporates text. Includes work by
juror Eunmi Conacher and over 20
Southern Vancouver Island artists.

510 Fort St, 2nd floor
✆250-383-8833 openspacearts.ca
wed-sat 12-5pm.
Admission: Free/by donation.
Feb 5-Apr 30 chew the bones,
they're soft. Whess Harman's exhibition began as an amorphous project looking at the parallels between
potlatching and exhibition making.
Both can take years to organize
and take particular attention in the
movement of time and resources.
The potlatch is a form of governance
that at its core holds the ethos that
no one, no clan, should go without.
The works in the exhibition speak
towards the cycles of yearning,
patience and fixation experienced
in the past several years.
May 13-Jul 23 Queer Futurities:
holding area, gathering place is
a two-part project that engages the
generative possibilities of queer collective knowledge and care through
a group exhibition and workshop +
performance series.
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UPCOMING
EXHIBITIONS:

Carried Through the Water

apr 16 – jun 26, 2022

This exhibition of new works by Diyan Achjadi explores the ways
that storytelling can be used to document the impact of human
activity on the ecosystem.

Fielding Road

jul 16 – oct 02, 2022

In Fielding Road, artists are invited to develop new projects while
walking alongside Nanaimo poet Peter Culley’s practice and the
places that informed it. Curated by Jesse Birch and Elisa Ferrari.
150 Commercial St
Nanaimo, British Columbia

VICTORIA
The Bateman Gallery

470 Belleville St.
✆250-940-3630
batemanfoundation.org
tue-sat 10am-4pm. Late Night
gallery by donation once a month on
last Thursday, 4-7pm.
Located in the historic Steamship
Building overlooking Victoria's inner
harbour. The gallery showcases
the magic and beauty of nature,
and hosts the largest collection
of original and rare works by
world-renowned Canadian artist and
naturalist, Robert Bateman, along
with a rotation of nature-inspired
exhibits. Inspires people of all ages
to reconnect with the natural world
through exciting exhibitions, kids’
activities and guided tours. At the
Gallery Shop, find a unique selection
of Robert Bateman’s exclusive
prints, a wide range of gift ideas and
local artist gems from handmade
glassworks, jewelry, pottery,
woodwork and textiles. All proceeds
from our gallery, gallery shop and
learning programs support the
mission of The Bateman Foundation
of building relationships with nature
through art.

UVic Legacy Art Galleries

630 Yates Street
✆250-721-6562
uvic.ca/legacygalleries/
LEGACY DOWNTOWN: 630 Yates St.
wed-sat 10am-4pm.
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250.754.1750
NanaimoArtGallery.ca

Apr 22-Jun 18 Breaking the Mold.
UVic Art Education faculty and
sessional instructors share their diverse perspectives, approaches and
experiences, inviting visitors to consider ways in which art education
stimulates engagement with critical
questions and creates stronger
connections between people, places
and ideas. Henry Shimizu’s Paintings of New Denver Internment.
Centring the voices of three generations, this exhibition provides insight
into the intergenerational impacts of
the forced uprooting and internment
of Japanese Canadians during WWII.
LEGACY MALTWOOD: On campus
in the Mearns Centre - McPherson
Library, check website for library
hours. Ongoing Eric Metcalfe:
Pop Anthropology. An exhibition
of multimedia artist Eric Metcalfe’s
oeuvre, spanning over sixty years in
celebration of the artist’s honorary
doctorate from UVic (DFA 2021).

Victoria Arts Council

Store Street Gallery
1800 Store St
✆778-533-7123 vicartscouncil.ca
wed-sun 12-5pm.
Admission by donation.
To May 22 Crossroads: 2021 Grand
National Fibre Art Exhibition. On
view at 1800 Store Street. A national
touring exhibition of contemporary
quilts featuring various approaches
to the medium in two and three
dimensions. This presentation is the
only chance to view this exhibit in

Western Canada. The 2021 Grand
National Fibre Art Exhibition is
hosted by the Victoria Arts Council
and juried by award-winning artists
Tracey Aubin, Debora Barlow and
Judy Villett. The exhibition features
48 fibre art pieces interpreting
the theme "crossroads". Related
programming such as Artists in Conversation will take place in April and
May (details TBA on our website).
CreativeMornings monthly speaker
series, Satellite Galleries and
UNTIL Magazine.

Xchanges Gallery and Studios

6E-2333 Government St
✆250-382-0442
xchangesgallery.org
sat & sun 11am-4pm.
Apr 1-17 Lukas Mouka: Contours.
An exploration of figurative painting
that combines the spontaneity of the
expressive form and the analytical
input of linear contours. The Apollonian and Dionysian archetypes are
combined in balance. Opening night:
Apr 1, 7-9pm. Artist talk: Apr 2,
3:15pm. Please visit our website to
register if attending by Zoom. The
gallery will be closed for May but
will resume exhibitions in June.

WEST VANCOUVER
North Shore Unitarian Church
370 Mathers Ave
✆604-926-1621
northshoreunitarians.ca
Art is displayed in the Sanctuary
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WEST VANCOUVER
which is now open wed-sun. To confirm that the Sanctuary is available
to view the display, please call the
office at 604-926-1621.
Please see the digital version of the
current art display on the Monthly
Art Show section of the "What we
Offer" page on the church website.
The April art display features Ann
Eynon, Elizabeth McLaren and
Marje-Liisa Oksanen.
Apr 10 The artists will be available
for conversation after the Sunday
service from 11:30-12pm. The May
art display features a collaboration
between artist Jilly Watson and poet
Cynthia Sharpe.

Silk Purse Arts Centre

1570 Argyle Ave
✆604-925-7292
westvanartscouncil.ca
wed-sat 12-4pm. Free admission.
To Apr 3 Fluid Dissonance.
Apr 6-May 1 Cherry Blossoms:
A Textile Translation.13th annual
exhibition of stunning modern and
traditional textile art inspired by
cherry blossoms. Co-produced by
Vancouver Guild of Fibre Arts and
fibreEssence. May 4- 29 Diving In:
The Art of Cleaning Lakes and
Oceans. Eleven artists transform
trash recovered from local waters
into provocative works of art, raising
awareness of waste in our waters.
Co-produced by seven local Arts
Councils, Divers For Cleaner Lakes
and Oceans, and Return-It.

Janet Scruggs, Pathways, 2021
Victoria Arts Council, Victoria
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West Vancouver Art Museum

680 17th St
✆604-925-7295
westvancouverartmuseum.ca
tue-sat 11am-5pm. Admission by
donation. Douglas Coupland has
worked with the West Vancouver Art
Museum to create a series of staged
photographs that were inspired by
his book, Girlfriend in a Coma. These
photographs were created in West
and North Vancouver, featuring local
homes, volunteer models, cars and
clothes borrowed from the community. The book is set in the area
of West Vancouver’s Rabbit Lane,
which Coupland chose because he
spent much time there growing up
and he always saw it as “a place
that time forgot.” This project not
only facilitates an exploration into
the work of this West Vancouver
artist, but also furthers the Art
Museum’s commitment to showcasing local residential West Coast
Modern architecture, which is swiftly
disappearing. This project, like much
of Coupland’s written work, is both
genre-bending and chronoclastic.

WHISTLER
Adele Campbell
Fine Art Gallery

109-4090 Whistler Way
✆604-938-0887 • 1-888-938-0887
adelecampbell.com
Open daily, please call for hours.
Adele Campbell Fine Art Gallery,
established in 1993, showcases
nearly 50 established and emerging
artists and includes a comprehensive collection of Canada’s finest
paintings and sculpture. The uniquely Canadian artwork you’ll find at the
gallery reflects the artists’ passion
for their beautiful surroundings
and contemporary influences. We
look forward to our upcoming 2022
exhibition schedule, including new
collections from Jennifer Sparacino,
Susie Cipolla, Rick Bond, Cameron
Bird & Christina Clarke. Visit our
website for our full calendar. Adele
Campbell Fine Art is located in The
Westin, Whistler, and is open daily.
For further information please call,
visit us or browse our website.

Audain Art Museum

4350 Blackcomb Way
✆604-962-0413
audainartmuseum.com
thu-sun 11am to 6pm; open holiday
Mondays. Admission (+GST): adults
$20; seniors (65+) $18; young adult
(19-25) $10; youth (18 and under)
and members free. Apr 2-Aug 14
Wolves: The Art of Dempsey Bob
at the Audain Art Museum is the
first-ever retrospective of the brilliant carver’s career from the 1970s
to the present. Featured within the
exhibition is a critical selection of
masks, panels, wall sculptures,
vessels and regalia, complemented
by Bob’s work in bronze casting,
goldsmithing, printmaking and vestment production. Dempsey Bob has
gained a reputation as one of British
Columbia’s most gifted carvers. His
works exhibit an expertise in carving
cedar and alder, while underlining
his signature torquing of the form,
highly polished surfaces, and ability
to orchestrate materials including
mirrors, operculum shell, acrylic
paint and sea lion whiskers. This
exhibition is a co-production of the
Audain Art Museum and McMichael
Canadian Art Collection, and will be
on display in Whistler.

Mountain Galleries

at the Fairmont Chateau Whistler
4599 Chateau Blvd
✆604-935-1862
mountaingalleries.com
Open daily please call for hours.
Ongoing Wild & Sacred Places
Exhibition of new work by prominent
Canadian Artists. Recent exhibitions
featuring new paintings by Shannon
Ford and Corrinne Wolcoski.

WHITE ROCK
White Rock Gallery

1247 Johnston Rd
✆604-538-4452 • 1-877-974-4278
whiterockgallery.com
tue-sat 11am-5pm, or by appt.
Closed all holiday weekends.
Ongoing exhibitions of gallery artists,
including Nicholas Bott, Phil Buytendorp, Rod Charlesworth, Marina
Dieul, Robert Genn, Laura Harris,
Nikol Haskova, David Langevin,
Min Ma, Renato Muccillo, Michael
O’Toole, Peter Shostak, Mike Svob,

Christopher Walker, Ray Ward, Alan
Wylie and Donna Zhang.

White Rock Museum
& Archives

14970 Marine Dr
✆604-541-2221
whiterockmuseum.ca
tue-sun 10:30am-4:30pm.
Admission by donation.
Permanent and rotating exhibits and
railway office in an historic 1912
train station on the waterfront.
To May 24 Upstream/Downriver:
Walking the stɑl̓əw̓ Watershed. A
collaborative research/creation project that addresses climate change
at the local scale of the lower
Fraser River. This new display takes
audiences on a journey of walking,
listening and learning. Artists Alysha
Creighton, Erica Grimm and Joshua
Hale combine video, sound and

Highlights

Tsehaye Afewerki, After the Beauty Grace, 2019

David Boxley, Wolf Helmet

Kris Ekstrand, Nest on a Barn Wall
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drawing, in collaboration with Tracie
Stewart, to create an installation
connecting viewers with the realities
of climate impacts in our region. The
artists and Project Siyá:m Patricia
Victor walked and listened to experts
about the stɑl̓əw̓ and how climate
change is affecting the territory we
call home.

WILLIAMS LAKE
Station House Gallery

#1 North Mackenzie Ave
✆250-392-6113
stationhousegallery.com
mon-sat 10:30am-5:30pm.
Free admission.
To Apr 23 Aging, Art and the Modern Elder. An exhibition of works
from the North Okanagan Chapter
of Federation of Canadian Artists.
Gift shop on site.

by Matthew Kangas

WASHINGTON
ANACORTES
Scott Milo Gallery

420 Commercial Ave
✆360-293-6938
scottmilo.com
tue-sat 11am-5pm and by appt.
Apr 1-30 6th Annual Tulip Poster
Artists, Past and Present Show.
We welcome 2022 artist, Jack
Gunter, with his collection of new
work egg tempera paintings. Also
showing are impasto oils by 1998
artist, Alfred Currier; watercolors
by 1999 artist, Mary Gregg Byrne
and color photographs by 2000 and
2003 artist, Randy Dana. Opening:
Apr 1, 6-8pm, join us for our first
artist reception in two years. May
6-28 David Marty, new work oils.

WASHINGTON

A CONVERGENCE OF MARKS
Center on Contemporary Art, Seattle. To Apr 23
Following on the recent success of its Schack Art Center exhibition, Renaissance Unmasked: The Re-Birth of Black Brilliance, the Seattle-based fine arts collective ONYX
stages an invitational showing of seven members: Tsehaye Afewerki, Pamelagrace
Beatty, Damon Brown, Esther Ervin, Di Faria, Vincent Keele and Earnest D. Thomas.
Have a look at Ethiopian-born Afewerki’s large gestural abstractions, which radiate
immediate engagement with paint, texture and agitated surfaces.

STORY TELLERS: TWO FRIENDS, TWO CULTURES
Schack Art Center, Everett. To Jun 4
First Nations artist David Boxley and Chris Hopkins, a landscape painter, reinvent the
main exhibition space at Schack. The two friends claim to share backgrounds of “nomadic explorer ancestry,” and the art reflects their diverse responses to their individual
heritage. Boxley, a nationally recognized carver based in Alaska, is acknowledged as
“the finest Tsimshian artist of his generation.” Hopkins illustrates his Viking ancestry
in Land of the Frost Giants, a truly cinematic achievement.

KRIS EKSTRAND: IMAGES FROM THE ESTUARY
Jansen Art Center, The Inn at Lynden. To Jun 9
Climate change has brought renewed interest in landscape painting that references
shifting sources of water and their interaction with landmasses, often threatening
erosion and decay. Kris Ekstrand, a painter and printmaker working in Edison, Skagit
County, explores the tension between the agricultural farmlands of her neighborhood
and the endangered tidal flats and shallow sloughs. With muted colors and slashing
strokes, she gives new meaning to berry fields, distant horizons and teeming marshes.
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ANACORTES
Also showing landscape oils by
Patricia Clayton and Karen Bakke,
floral watercolors by Catherine
James and vibrant pastels by Megan
Veldee. Opening: May 6, 6-8pm. Visit
our website for updates and follow
us @scottmilogallery.

BAINBRIDGE ISLAND
Bainbridge Arts and Crafts

151 Winslow Way E.
✆206-842-3132 bacart.org
mon-sat 10am-6pm; sun 11am5pm. A non-profit organization,
fosters the creation and appreciation
of fine contemporary art and craft by
jurying, exhibiting, and representing
the work of Northwest artists, and by
offering arts education and outreach
experiences to all ages throughout
Kitsap County and the region. We
have a new exhibition every month,
and stay open until 8pm on the first
Friday for openings. We offer artist
conversations in the gallery and
via FB and YouTube Live. Visit our
website and YouTube channel for
more info.

Bainbridge Island
Museum of Art

550 Winslow Way East
✆206-842-4451
biartmuseum.org
Daily 10am-5pm. Free admission.
Please check website for updates.
To Jun 22 Boundless. Explore the
world of artists' books with this
exhibition co-curated by Cynthia
Sears and Catherine Alice Michaelis.
Features over 100 one-of-a-kind
and editioned works plus related
broadsides, zines and paintings.
Includes the supporting exhibition
Troubling: Artists’ Books, co-curated
by Tia Blassingame and Ellen Sheffield; and Beacon Window Gallery
installation from the Book/Print
Artist/Scholar of Color Collective.
To Jun 12 Americans Incarcerated:
A Family’s Story of Social Injustice. Evolving collaboration between
Jan and Chris Hopkins (Everett, WA)
memorializing federally mandated
eviction of Japanese Americans
during World War II. Combines Jan’s
figurative sculptures and mixed
media vignettes with Chris’ oil and
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Sumi ink paintings, and charcoal
drawings. Coincides with 80th
Anniversary of Japanese American
Exclusion from Bainbridge Island.

BELLEVUE
Bellevue Arts Museum

510 Bellevue Way NE
✆425-519-0770 bellevuearts.org
For the current hours check website.
Admission: adults $15; students/
seniors/military (ID required) $12;
youth (7-17) $8; teens (with TeenTix)
$5; children under 6 and members
free. To Apr 24 BAM Biennial 2021:
Architecture & Urban Design
features works from Northwest
artists and makers that interrogate
the ways we think of the built
environment. To May 29 Object Permanence: Timea Tihanyi & Sylwia
Tur is a collaborative exhibition of
works exploring the artists' personal
histories, artistic imaginations and
creative methodologies. Tg: Transitions in Kiln-Glass features the
best of contemporary kiln-glass art,
design and architecture from artists
around the globe. Opening May 20
Joey Veltkamp: SPIRIT! presents
quilts, soft paintings and sculptural
works from celebrated local artist
Joey Veltkamp. Patte Loper: Laboratory for Other Worlds explores
the role of human and non-human
connection in a time of ecological
crisis through animation, sound
and multimedia works. Julie Green:
The Last Supper. 800 Plates
Illustrating Final Meals of US Death
Row Inmates.

BELLINGHAM
Allied Arts of Whatcom County

1418 Cornwall Ave
✆360-676-8548 alliedarts.org
tue-sat 11am-4pm. Apr 1-30 RARE:
Recycled Arts Resource Expo. Join
us for the 10th Annual Recycled Arts
Resource Expo (RARE)! This year,
RARE is an event that highlights creative reuse in the form of art through
an exhibit at our Allied Arts Gallery,
and a virtual gallery at alliedarts.org.
Opening: Apr 1 6-9pm. May 6 5-8pm
22nd Annual Children's Art Walk.
We welcome all to stroll through
downtown Bellingham and delight in
the works of the younger art com-

munity! On this night there will be
a number of activities for kids and
adults, music and more to celebrate
the arts in schools. Art will stay on
display through the first two weeks
in May in honor of the statewide Arts
Education Month.

Make.Shift Gallery

306 Flora St
✆(360) 362-0026
makeshiftartspace.org
Join us from 5-9pm First Friday
of the month for Art Walks.
Other viewings by appt.,
gallery@makeshiftproject.com.
Located in the heart of downtown,
we are an award-winning, non-profit
art gallery featuring work from
artists of all ages and experience
levels. The gallery is committed
to supporting local and regional
emerging artists by providing a
quality space, acting as a supportive
platform and encouraging arts
patronage in our community. Each
first Friday of the month, we hold
our new art exhibitions from 5-9pm
in part with downtown Bellingham’s
Art Walk. Virtual exhibitions can be
viewed on our website. This program
is supported, in part, by a grant from
the Washington State Arts Commission and the National Endowment
for the Arts.

Western Gallery
& Sculpture Collection

Western Washington University
516 High St, FI 116
✆360-650-3900
westerngallery.wwu.edu
mon-fri 10am-4pm; sat 12-4pm.
To May 7 Nancy Holt, Between
Heaven and Earth. Curated by
Barbara Miller. The exhibition follows
the artistic path that led Holt to
create her important site-work on
the WWU campus, Stone Enclosure:
Rock Rings. The complexities of
Holt’s art are explored, including
her career-long interest in visual
perception, her work across professional fields, and her interests in the
sciences, from geology, biology, and
ecology, to astronomy. Several of
Holt’s important formational works
are included on loan from the Holt/
Smithson Foundation. The exhibition
also presents an experiential, immersive installation created by three

NANCY HOLT
SYMPOSIUM APR 29 & 30

On the occasion of the exhibition
Nancy Holt: Between Heaven and Earth (Jan-May 2022)
& book
Nancy Holt Stone Enclosure: Rock Rings

t o pi c s

which examines Holt’s sculpture and practice through historical essays, poetic
memoir, interviews, archival documentation, and the artist’s own writing and images

Labor, collaboration, and social production
Death, biography, and empathy
Feminism, mysticism, ecology, and public art

KEYNOTE: Lisa Le Feuvre
Exec Director Holt/Smithson Foundation
Suzaan Boettger
Scholar, Professor Emerita
History of Art, Bergen Community College
Author of Inside the Spiral: The Passions of
Robert Smithson (forthcoming 2023)
Julian Myers-Szupinska
Art Historian, Writer, and Editor
Co-founder, grupa o.k collective
James Nisbet
Professor/Chair of Art History
School of Humanities
University of California Irvine
Kristina Lee Podesva
Artist, Writer, Editor and Publisher
B R U N A press

Rena Priest
WA State Poet Laureate
Lhaq’temish (Lummi) Nation Member
Kirsten Swenson
Associate Professor of Art History
University of Massachusetts Lowell
Rebecca Uchill
Art Historian, Curator, Director
of Community Engagement Initiatives
College of Visual and Performing Arts
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth

Lead sponsorship
provided by

WesternGallery.wwu.edu
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artists, that visualizes the astronomical aspects of Stone Enclosure: Rock
Rings. Symposium: Apr 29 & 30,
more info on our website.

Whatcom Museum
✆360-778-8930
whatcommuseum.org
thu-sun 12-5pm. Museum Store:
wed-sun 12-5pm. Admission: adults
$10; youth (6-17),students & military (+ID), seniors(62+) $8; youth
(2-5) $5; children under 2 free.
Ongoing Many Wests: Artists
Shape An American Idea examines
the perspectives of 48 modern and
contemporary artists who offer a
broader and more inclusive view
of this region, which too often has
been dominated by romanticized
myths and Euro-American historical

Photo: Ken Rowe. Courtesy of the artist

Highlights

Jan Hopkins, Frozen in Time, 2014

August Strindberg, The Town, 1903

Jaq Chartier, SunTest 31, Day 7 (detail), 2022,
time-based image capture
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accounts. OLD CITY HALL, 121 Prospect St. Ongoing Artists x Artists
explores intimate portraits of artists
by artists. Some artists turn the
camera on themselves, others depict
dear friends and colleagues in their
work. The exhibition draws form the
Musem’s permanent collection.

EVERETT
Schack Art Center

2921 Hoyt Ave
✆425-259-5050 schack.org
tue-sat 10am-5pm; sun 12-5pm.
Check schack.org for current info.
Free admission. To Jun 4 Story
Tellers: Two Friends, Two Cultures
featuring David A Boxley & Chris
Hopkins. Two good friends from
two very different backgrounds and
cultures speak with one voice using
the common language of art to tell

by Matthew Kangas

a story that is uniquely American.
Their admiration for one another is
a true lesson in allyship, founded
on a mutual desire to present an
authentic representation of the their
cultures. Together, they will use their
talents to share the stories of their
unique heritage. Shop the Gallery
Store for unique and inspired gifts
of over 300 artists from the Pacific
Northwest. Unleash your inner artist
by enrolling in a class today. Classes
include silversmithing, printmaking,
glassblowing, lapidary, painting,
drawing, ceramics and more!

FRIDAY HARBOR
WaterWorks Gallery

315 Argyle Ave
✆360-378-3060
waterworksgallery.com
thu-sat 11am-4pm. Free admission.

WASHINGTON

AMERICANS INCARCERATED: A FAMILY’S STORY OF SOCIAL INJUSTICE
Bainbridge Island Museum of Art, Bainbridge Island. To Jun 12
On the 80th anniversary of Executive Order 9066, President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
authorization of the internment of “all persons deemed a threat to national security,”
Jan Hopkins and Chris Hopkins have created artworks commemorating the racist
tragedy that befell Japanese Americans. The exhibition combines documentary evidence with paintings, sculptures, prints and photographs relating to the chronicle of
Jan’s family’s ordeal during World War II, for a show described as “engaging, beautiful
and heartbreaking all at once.”
FROM DAWN TO DUSK: NORDIC ART FROM SWEDEN’S NATIONALMUSEUM
National Nordic Museum, Seattle. To Jul 17
In its only North American venue, this traveling show of 56 masterpieces from the
Nationalmuseum in Stockholm features artists from Denmark, Norway and Sweden
who were active in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Strikingly varied, the works
demonstrate how Scandinavian artists went to Paris and Berlin, bringing home advanced ideas about landscape, portraiture and technique. Featured artists include
Anders Zorn, Carl Larsson, Vilhelm Hammershøi, August Strindberg and Hanna
Hirsch-Pauli.
JAQ CHARTIER: REMAIN IN LIGHT
J. Rinehart Gallery, Seattle. Apr 2 - May 7
Jaq Chartier’s new SunTest series extends her longtime interest in exposing the miniature or microscopic, transforming it into visibly altered patterns. Among Seattle’s artists with international reputations, Chartier has attracted considerable interest from
art museums and galleries in New York, Denmark, Germany and Switzerland for her
allusions to genetic engineering, chromatography and “DNA gel electrophoresis.” To
stark white backgrounds, Chartier applies lush, oozing colors that ignite ambiguous
references to nature and science.

Located in Friday Harbor, WA,
WaterWorks has offered an intimate
art experience since 1985. We feature a variety of mediums including
jewelry and sculpture. With both
classic and contemporary art on
display, our island art gallery offers
pieces for both the strolling shopper
and the serious collector. Our pieces
are the personal touch that makes
a house your home. May 20-Jun 9
Teresa Smith: Solo Show. Season
opening show. Teresa creates Impressionistic abstract landscapes for
modern spaces with oil on canvas.
Opening reception: May 20, 4-7pm.

APRIL 1–30, 2022
The RARE Expo returns this
year with new ideas in reuse and sustainability in the
arts. Located at the Allied
Arts Gallery and virtually on
the Allied Arts website.

LA CONNER
Museum of Northwest Art

121 First St
✆360-466-4446 monamuseum.org
tue-sat 10am-5pm; sun-mon 12-5pm.
To May 15 A Precarious Edge.
Artists Meg Holgate and Steve Klein
explore a contemplative dialog on
the beauty, benefits and boundaries
of our essential habitats.

Skagit County
Historical Museum

501 4th St
✆360-466-3365
skagitcounty.net/museum
thu, fri, sat, sun 11am-4pm. Admission: adults $5; seniors & children
(6-12) $4; families $10. Members
& children under 6, free.
To May 19 1968: The Year that
Rocked Washington. Featured
exhibit on loan from the Legacy
Washington program of the Secretary of State’s office. It includes
14 Washingtonians who were significant to the stories of Washington
State in 1968. Exhibit is interactive
with an opportunity to share where
you were and what music you
listened to in 1968 – and you can
even take a selfie with Jimi Hendrix!
Come see us at the Top of the Hill.
This project received funding from
Skagit County.

LYNDEN
Jansen Art Center
321 Front St
✆360-354-3600
jansenartcenter.org
tue-thu 11am-7pm;
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DISCOVER THE MAGIC
OF CREATIVE REUSE.

1418 Cornwall Ave. Bellingham, WA, www.alliedarts.org
fri-sat 11am–5pm.
The Jansen Art Center is a warm,
inviting piece of history that suits
artwork perfectly. In this former
City Hall and Fire Station, we have
rotating exhibits, classes and
performances for the whole region
to enjoy. On display this spring is
Carolyn Doe’s dynamic silk batik
paintings, Kat Housemans’ endearing animal oil portraits, as well
as the wife and husband exhibit of
intricate glass mosaics by Sandra &
Carl Bryant. In our seasonal juried
exhibit, artists from all over the state
submit their works. From paintings
to pottery, felting to photography and
everything in between.The diversity
and level of talent in our region will
take your breath away.

PORT ANGELES
Port Angeles Fine Arts Center
& Webster's Woods
Sculpture Park
1203 E Lauridsen Blvd
✆360-457-3532 pafac.org
GALLERY thu-sun 11am-5pm;
SCULPTURE PARK daily, sunrise to

sunset. To May 29 Science Stories
Exhibition. A unique project that
brings together Pacific Northwest
scientists and book artists with the
end result being the creation of
engaging and unique artists' books
that offer new ways to interpret
science and to tell a story. May 7-8
Art In Bloom. A special pop-up
event for Mother's Day Weekend
featuring colorful and creative floral
designs in response to the Center's
current exhibition, Science Stories.
This event is in memory of board
member and volunteer Mim Foley.

SEATTLE
ArtXchange Gallery

512 1st Ave S
✆206-839-0377
artxchange.org
tue-sat 11am-5:30pm.
ArtXchange Gallery exhibits
contemporary art from around the
world that reflects the diversity
of influences shaping the Seattle
community and contemporary global
culture. Through rotating bi-monthly
exhibitions, the gallery showcases a
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Center on Contemporary Art
(CoCA)

Davidson Galleries

313 Occidental Ave S
✆206-624-7684
114 Third Ave S
davidsongalleries.com
✆206-728-1980 cocaseattle.org
tue-sat 11am-5:30pm (by appt.).
thu-sat 11am-4pm. First Thursday
Appt. required to view inventory not
5-8pm. Free Admission.
on display. Opening Apr 8 Francisco
To April 23 A Convergence of
Toledo: Selected Prints 1966Marks highlights seven artists
1985. Selected prints from interfrom the ONYX Fine Arts Collective:
nationally known Mexican Zapotec
Damon Brown, Esther Ervin, Di Faria,
artist Francisco Toledo. Catalog to
Tsehaye Afewerki, Pamelagrace
accompany exhibition. Opening
Beatty, Vincent Keele, Earnest D.
May 6 Wendy Orville: Skying. New
Thomas. Opening May 5 Philip Tice
monotypes from local artist Wendy
and Polly Purvis. Reimagined artiHaughton_Gallery110_Brady/McDonald_Preview1/2V_A/M2022.qxp
Orville. To Apr 30 Mariko Ando:
facts and metaphysical landscapes.
Mischief. Imaginative hand-colored etchings from Japanese
artist Mariko Ando. To Apr 30 Théophile-Alexandre Steinlen: The War
Years (1914-1918). Lithographs of
life during the First World War.

range of artwork including the iconic
lighted fish sculptures of Elaine
Hanowell, paintings by William
Hernandez, Alan Lau, William
Song, Chin Yuen and Marcio Diaz,
and contemporary art from Laos,
Cuba, Vietnam, Australia and more.
The gallery also hosts a range of
creative events including artist talks
and workshops, poetry readings and
dance performances.

Fogue Studios & Gallery

5519 Airport Way S
✆406-717-5900 foguestudios.com
thu-sun 12-5pm or by appt.
To Apr 24 Blades of Change: A Unconventional Nuclear Exhibition.
Group exhibition featuring eight
Seattle area artists using the nuclear power cooling blades as their
personal canvas. May 14-Jun 26
Lynette Charters Solo Show. Using
well known paintings in art history in
a public gallery setting, The Missing
Women Series is a tongue-in-cheek,
but earnest look at how women are
presented but not represented in art,
society and history.

Foster/White Gallery

AARON BRADY – Rate of Change
M R McDONALD – Tell Me a Story
April 7-30, 2022

110 Third Avenue S, Seattle WA
Noon-5pm, Thursday-Saturday
www.gallery110.com
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220 3rd Ave S, #100
✆206-622-2833
fosterwhite.com
tue-sat 10am-6pm.
Apr 7-23 Steven Nederveen:
Feels Like Home In his newest
body of work, Nederveen returned
to childhood memories of frequent
sailing trips with his family, times
that cultivated his comfort and
familiarity with the waters of the
Salish Sea. These early journeys in
the waterways of the Western Canadian Coast provided Nederveen with
a sense of home deeply connected
to the elements of the region.
May 5-21 New Sculpture. Featuring
sculptures of five emerging artists,
with media ranging from stone
and fiber to ceramic and wood, the

Haughton_Gallery110_Riesland/Haughton_Preview1/2V_A/M2022.q
grouping includes wall mounted and
freestanding pieces. Highly varied in
form, these artworks veer towards
bright colors and unique spatial
explorations and bridge the gap
between the elegance of simplicity
and the chaos of complexity.

Frye Art Museum

704 Terry Ave
✆206-622-9250 fryemuseum.org
wed-sun 11am-5pm. Free admission. To Apr 17 Boren Banner
Series: Sadie Wechsler features a
new work inspired by the ecological
history of the Frye's First Hill neighborhood. To May 15 Christopher
Paul Jordan and Arnaldo James.
In the Interim: Ritual Ground for
a Future Black Archive explores
Black futurity and presents a vision
of shared experience across the
spatial and temporal dimensions
of the African diaspora. Ongoing
Christina Quarles paints bodies that
are subjected not only to the weight
and gravity of the physical world but
also to the pleasures and pressures
of the social realm. Human Nature
Animal, Animal Culture: Selections from the Frye Art Museum
Collection focuses on portrayals
of domesticated animals.

Gallery 110

110 3rd Ave S
✆206-624-9336
gallery110.com
thu-sat 12-5pm or by appt.
Apr Aaron Brady: Rate of Change.
Created to illuminate our impact
on the environment and its ability
to flourish in our absence, these
graphite, watercolor and acrylic
abstractions are beautiful yet disturbing, capturing an uneasy feeling
of a world in peril. M R McDonald
Tell Me a Story. Pacific Northwest
abstract painter McDonald challenges us, providing titles that provoke
narratives he proceeds to dismiss
and again embrace, exploring the
question: "what if there is no story?"
May Nick Riesland: Ends of the
Earth. Colored abstractions, inspired
by memories and sketches of aerial
landscapes viewed across years of
world travel, often in small aircraft.
David A. Haughton, Nocturnes
IV: Return to Elliot Bay. Seattle
harbour paintings capture twilight
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NICK RIESLAND – Ends of the Earth
DAVID HAUGHTON – Noctures IV
May 5 -28, 2022

110 Third Avenue S, Seattle WA
Noon-5pm, Thursday-Saturday
www.gallery110.com

with wide passages of colour and
ambiguous suggestions of form.
Cranes tilt like enormous religious
objects, transcending realism.

Harris Harvey Gallery

1915 First Ave
✆206-443-3315
harrisharveygallery.com
tue-sat 11am-6pm.
Apr 7-30 Lisa Snow Lady-In
and Out of the Garden. From the
intimacy of a bud in a vase holding
the promise of spring, to an array of
flowers blanketing a hillside, to the

woven tapestry of the forest floor,
Lisa Snow Lady's colorful pieces
portray her relationship to the garden from a variety of vantage points.
Opening night: Apr 7, 6-8pm. May
5-28 Nature on the Inside. Hart
James has a long-lived appreciation
to the energy in nature. She paints
with oils in an abstract manner
depicting the verve of the organic
world in raw scenes – the tumbling
current of water over rocks, the flow
of air through rustling trees and the
fluctuating foundation under our
feet. Opening: May 5, 6-8pm.
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Embodied Change: South Asian Art Across Time
SEATTLE ASIAN ART MUSEUM, Seattle WA - To July 10

Photo: Natali Wiseman

by Matthew Kangas
For her Seattle debut as
assistant curator for South
Asian Art, Natalia Di Pietrantonio has organized a survey of artists from the South
Asian diaspora in Great
Britain and the US whose
works explore the complex
meanings of the human
body. Female and feminized
forms predominate, from
the sacred to self-portraits.
The exhibition combines vidEmbodied Change: South Asian Art Across Time at the Seattle Asian Art
eo, sculpture, paintings and
Museum, 2021, installation view
neon with choice examples
of historical art from the museum’s permanent collection. For example, near her work that places the Hindu goddess Devi
in outer space, Chitra Ganesh installed five “ancient goddess votives” from the permanent
collection, thus affirming the theme of temporal continuity.
Sixteen artists have lent new work, collaborated with the curator on juxtaposing new and
ancient works, or received commissions for sculptures or environmentally immersive objects.
First shown on the façade of Tate Britain, Kali (I’m a Mess) (2020) is an exuberant neon work
by Chila Kumari Singh Burman that addresses another Hindu goddess, Kali, and also speaks to
current political and social issues.
Pakistani-born artists Naiza Khan and Humaira Abid (who lives in Renton, WA) both confront
religious strictures as well as associated violence. Khan made confining metal lingerie, skirts
and corsets, while Abid carved an all-wood suitcase containing religious paraphernalia appropriate for a spiritual journey, displayed alongside a gun.
Embodied Change also debuts contemporary South Asian art acquired through the museum’s new fund, the Richard E. Lang and Jane Lang Davis Acquisition for Global Contemporary
Art. Says Di Pietrantonio, “I hope that visitors come away with a sense of how these artists are
boldly imagining personal, political and social change.”
seattleartmuseum.org

SEATTLE
Henry Art Gallery

University of Washington
15th Ave NE and NE 41st St
✆206-543-2280
henryart.org
thu 10am-7pm; fri-sun 10am-5pm.
Admission is by donation.
Free First Thursdays.
Ongoing Donna Huanca: MAGMA.
The artist has created an archi-
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tecturally immersive environment,
consisting of mural size paintings
and a vast stage of interlocking
ovoid/cellular forms, landscaped
with white sand and supporting six
mirrored "screen" sculptures, along
with a selection of other sculptural
work. The installation aims to evoke
a slippage of space and time inviting
participants to both find and lose
themselves. ektor garcia: matéria
prima incorporates influences

from queer culture and handcraft
traditions of Mexico into sculpture,
engaging personal identity and
cultural lineage in works that challenge hierarchies around gendered
and racialized labor. Across textile,
ceramics and metalwork, frequently
in combination with found materials,
garcia reclaims cultural practices
historically cast in diminutive roles,
and reinscribes value to them
through an intimate ritual process.

J. Rinehart Gallery

319 Third Ave S.
✆206-467-4508
jrinehartgallery.com
wed-sat 10am-5pm
Apr 4-May 7 Jaq Chartier: Remain
in Light. A solo exhibition of new
work by the Seattle based painter.

National Nordic Museum

2655 NW Market St
✆206-789-5707
nordicmuseum.org
tue-sun 10am-5pm. First Thursday
free (does not include special exhibitions, $5/First Thursdays) Admission:
adult $20; seniors $16; college
with ID $15; youth (Ages 5-18) $10;
4 & under, free with paying visitor.
To Jul 17 From Dawn to Dusk: Nordic Art from Sweden’s Nationalmuseum. Presents 56 paintings by
Danish, Norwegian and Swedish
artists held in the collection of the
Nationalmuseum in Stockholm,
Sweden. The exhibition traces the
final decades of the 19th century,
a period of radical development in
art of the Nordic countries, through
scenes of everyday life, portraits and
landscapes by Vilhelm Hammershøi,
Hanna Hirsch-Pauli, Carl Larsson,
August Strindberg, Anders Zorn
and many others.

ential American and European postwar artists, including Francis Bacon,
Lee Krasner, Clyfford Still, Philip
Guston, Joan Mitchell, David Smith
and others. Lauren Halsey solo
show. The 2021 recipient of SAM's
Gwendolyn Knight | Jacob Lawrence
Prize, awarded to an early-career
Black artist. Northwest Modernism: Four Japanese Americans.
Celebrating four of Seattle's
leading artists: Kenjiro Nomura,
Kamekichi Tokita, Paul Horiuchi
and George Tsutakawa.

Seattle Asian Art Museum

1400 E Prospect St
✆206-654-3100
seattleartmuseum.org
fri-sun 10am-5pm. Tickets available
online and onsite. Advance admission: adults $14.99; seniors & military (with ID) $12.99; students (with
ID) & teens (15-18) $9.99; children
14 & under & members free. Free to
all on the last Friday of the month.
Ongoing Embodied Change: South
Asian Art Across Time. Depictions
of the human body ranging from
ancient to contemporary times.

Boundless: Stories of Asian Art.
A thematic presentation organized
around 12 themes central to Asia’s
arts and societies such as worship
and celebration, visual arts and
literature, and clothing and identity.
Be/longing: Contemporary Asian
Art. Works by notable contemporary
artists, addressing topics such
as individuals and their places in
changing societies, the past and its
lingering presence, and the ambiguity and complexity of gender. Kenzan
Tsutakawa-Chinn: Gather. An LED
light installation taking the shape
of a canopy with a cross pattern
found in both ikat and sashiko
(stitch) textile.

Shift Gallery

312 S Washington St
✆607-379-9523 shiftgallery.org
fri & sat 11am-4pm and by appt.
Please check website for updates.
Apr 7-30 Upwelling. Amanda C.
Sweet's expressive lines and evocative colors rush to the foreground
of layered paintings in five gestural
motifs: pathways, brushstrokes,
cairns, currents and reflections.

Photo by Duncan Price

Seattle Art Museum

1300 First Ave
✆206-654-3100
seattleartmuseum.org
wed-sun 10 am-5 pm. Purchase
tickets online in advance and save
$3! Admission (advance): adults
$19.99; seniors & military (with ID)
$17.99; students (with ID) & teens
(15-18) $12.99; children 14 & under
& members free. See website for
day of and special exhibition pricing.
To May 30 Our Blue Planet: Global
Visions of Water. Explores the
theme of water, including 80+
works from ancient to contemporary
times, from 16 countries and seven
Native American tribes. Includes
video, sculpture, textiles, paintings,
ceramics and photographs. Opening
Apr 15 Icons of the Desert: 50
Years of Papunya Tula Paintings.
Works from Australian Aboriginal
movement. Ongoing Frisson: The
Richard E. Lang and Jane Lang
Davis Collection. Works by influ-
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Donna Huanca: MAGMA SLIT

Photo: Billie Clarken

HENRY ART GALLERY, Seattle WA - April 2, 2022 - Feb 5, 2023

Donna Huanca, SPRING, 2021, oil, sand on digital print on canvas. Courtesy of Peres Project.

by Susan Kunimatsu
Donna Huanca is an interdisciplinary artist working across and integrating the disciplines of
painting, sculpture, performance, video and sound. Her installations focus on the relationship
of the human body to space and identity. Within an installation, Huanca layers different media,
painting on performers’ bodies and grouping paintings and sculptures to form sets for performances. Photographs of performers are printed onto canvas and reworked as paintings.
These iterations introduce a temporal element into subsequent installations. Huanca’s intense,
career-long exploration of the human body has taught her that “everything is temporary.”
Huanca’s work is a manifestation of her political and social activism, engaging with femme
and Indigenous narratives, particularly those of her ancestral Bolivia. Collaborating with models and performers in gallery environments, she works to counteract the objectification of
women, to disrupt the male gaze, by both exposing and distorting the female body with paint,
latex, textile and sculptural costume pieces.
For this commissioned exhibition, Huanca has created an architectural environment. A stage
of interlocking cellular forms is landscaped with white sand and sculptures, six of them mirrored
screens. Four mural-size paintings representing the four seasons plus sound and olfactory
effects complete the immersive sensory experience. Viewers will see their own reflections
integrated into the installation, deepening their engagement with the work. The installation
aims to evoke a slippage of space and time, inviting visitors to both find and lose themselves.
During the exhibition’s run, the artist and cultural performers of various genres will collaborate
on a series of programs in conversation with the exhibition’s themes.
henryart.org

SEATTLE
Through experiments with methodical and spontaneous approaches,
the works break fresh ground while
remaining rooted in familiar natural
themes. Pioneers of the Possible.
Susan Mask's exhibit celebrates the
spirit of those who "made a way
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from no way" and in so doing were
pioneers of the possible.
May 5-28 Trying to Make Sense
of It All. Anna Macrae continues to
explore the physicality of mundane
materials, playing with the notion of
space and form whilst combining
high and low making mediums.
Karen Klee-Atlin's New Prints

focus on monoprinting and
handprinting techniques.

Women Painters
of Washington Gallery

Columbia Center Building
701 Fifth Ave, Suite 310 (3rd floor)
✆206-624-0543
womenpainters.com

tue-thu 11am-3pm or by appt.
Apr 12-Jul 8 Northwest Style
evokes many images, coastal
landscapes, mystical abstractions,
muted colors and brilliant sunrises.
The exhibit encompasses all this
and more.

SPOKANE
Northwest Museum
of Arts & Culture

2316 W First Ave
✆509-456-3931
northwestmuseum.org
tue-sun 10am-5pm.
Third Thursday 10am-9pm. Admission: adults(18+) $12; seniors (65+)
and students (+ID) $10; youth (6-17)
$7; children (5 & under) and MAC
members free. The Museum's cafe
is temporarily closed.
To Aug 21 Awakenings: Traditional
Canoes and Calling the Salmon
Home. The MAC, in collaboration
with the United Tribes of the Upper
Columbia (UCUT) tells the story of
the annual Columbia River Canoe
Journey, from the purchase of old
growth cedar logs and carving the
dugouts to the annual launch and
landing at Kettle Falls, through
contemporary and historic canoes
supported by the words of those
who have experienced it.

Highlights

TACOMA
Museum of Glass

1801 Dock St
✆253-284-4750
museumofglass.org
wed-sun 10am-5pm.
Admission: adults $17; seniors
(62+)/students/military (w/ID) $14;
children (6-12) $5; children (under
6) and Members free.
Ongoing What Are You Looking
At? An Eccentric Chorus of Artists
Working in Glass. View 18 years of
unique experiments pursued during
joint artist residencies at Museum
of Glass and Pilchuck Glass School.
René Lalique: Art Deco Gems from
the Steven and Roslyn Shulman
Collection. Learn about the legacy
of René Lalique. His philosophical
views on decorative arts along with
his willingness to embrace new
technologies brought glass art to
new audiences and set the stage
for the Studio Glass movement
we know today.
Opening Apr 2 Boundless Curiosity:
A Journey with Robert Minkoff.
This exhibition follows collector
Robert Minkoff's love of glass by
illustrating the mastery of traditional
techniques and exploration of new
ideas. Ongoing Watch contemporary
glass history in the making daily
in the MOG Hot Shop.

by Joseph Gallivan

OREGON
ASTORIA
Astoria Visual Arts

1000 Duane St
✆503-741-9694
astoriavisualarts.org
fri-sat 12-4pm. Second Saturday
Art Walk 12-8pm.
Apr 9-May 8 Secrets of the Slow
Dimension. Plants live in the
slow dimension, always growing
and changing...but slower than
our patience to watch or to see.
This show includes site-specific,
collaborative environments created
with intentions towards reframing
our human view of nature. Featured
artists include Agnes Fields with
an interactive installation and
soundscape; Jessica Schleif with
a process-based performance and
installation; Kayla Fermin with cartographer/map prints on wood; and
Sara Moen with charcoal drawing
on wood. May 14-Jun 5 8th Annual
Clatsop County High School Art
Show. Students from multiple high
schools, as well as homeschool
students, share their work with the
community. Cash prizes awarded.
Supported by the Miss Bea Johnson
Fund for Young Artists, Noel
& Patricia Thomas.

OREGON

Shine Heroes © Federico Estol

FEDERICO ESTOL: SHINE HEROES
Blue Sky Gallery, Portland. Apr 9 - May 28
The premier photographic gallery in Portland welcomes Federico Estol, who was captivated by the 3,000 shoeshine kids on the streets of La Paz, the Bolivian capital, each
day in search of clients. They wear ski masks to hide their identities so they can blend
into society when they are off the clock. “The mask is their strongest identity, what
makes them invisible while at the same time unites them,” says Estol.

Agnes Field, Masquerade, 2022

SECRETS OF THE SLOW DIMENSION
Astoria Visual Arts, Astoria. Apr 9 - May 8
Four artists present site-specific, collaborative environments created to reframe our
human view of nature. Agnes Field has built a plant-based room with music created by plants’ electrical signals; gardener and artist Jessica Schleif incorporates clay
gathered from landslides into small-world gardens of moss and huckleberry on slabs
of locust wood; Kayla Fermin makes maps of local waterways and prints them on
wood and paper; and Sara Moen presents “portraits” of local ecosystems drawn with
charcoal on wood.

preview-art.com
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ASTORIA
Imogen Gallery

240 11th St
✆503-468-0620 imogengallery.com
thu-sat 12-5pm; mon 12-5pm; sun
12-4pm. Second Saturday Artwalk
Feb 12, 12-8pm & Mar 12, 12-8pm.
Apr 9-May 9 The Lost Winter: Don
Frank. Photographer Don Frank
brings a new series of photographs
looking back on two years of the
pandemic, specifically unoccupied
spaces closed during lockdown.
Through his keen eye for composition he highlights those who were
impacted the most, restaurants and
schools. These spaces became a
testament to the resiliency of people
continuing to move forward without
knowing where they were going. Artwalk and reception: Apr 9,12-8 pm.
May 14-Jun 6 Oceans of Disbelief/
Jungles of Longing: April Coppini.
Long known for her exquisite and
gestural drawings in charcoal, April
Coppini reflects on humanity through
her powerful renderings of wildlife.
She portrays the connection between humans and animals, and the
symbiotic relationship of all life on a
global level. Artwalk and reception:
May 14, 12-8pm.

CANNON BEACH
Cannon Beach Gallery Group
Archimedes Gallery

139 W 2nd St #3
archimedes-gallery.myshopify.com

Bronze Coast Gallery
224 N Hemlock #2
bronzecoastgallery.com

Cannon Beach Gallery

1064 S Hemlock St
cannonbeacharts.org
To Apr 24: The Pasted Paper
Revolution is where method and
sensibility meet disorder and
agitation. This group exhibition will
highlight the often overlooked medium of collage. Featuring artists Rex
Amos, Moss Niesche, Timothy Root,
Susan Schenk, Jason Berlin, and
Eva Lake. Apr 27-May 22: The May
Flowers exhibition highlights spring
and the magical cycle of nature’s
rebirth. Artists Mary Lyn Gough,
Dorota Haber-Lehigh, Mary Suzanne
Garvey, and Lisa Sofia Robinson
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capture the fleeting charm of springtime with floral fantasies. During
this show there will be a pop-up
exhibition featuring treasures from
the Lost Art of Nursing Museum in
Cannon Beach, Oregon. Join us for
a month-long celebration of Nurses
and Healers! This show corresponds
with Nurses week May 6-May 12.
May 7 May Flowers gallery reception
during Spring Unveiling Weekend.

DragonFire Gallery
123 S Hemlock
dragonfiregallery.com

Icefire Glassworks
116 East Gower Ave
icefireglassworks.com

Images of the West
224 N Hemlock #1
randalljhodges.com

Jeffrey Hull Gallery
172 Hemlock St
hullgallery.com

Miska Studio Gallery
107 Sunset Blvd
miska.com

Northwest
By Northwest Gallery

232 N Spruce St, across from
the City Park & info center
✆503-436-0741 • 1-800-494-0741
nwbynwgallery.com
daily 11am-6pm.
Apr-May The Gallery celebrates
its 35th year. SCULPTURE GARDEN.
Reinvention and Red Sphere by
award-winning sculptor Ivan
McLean. GALLERY. Collector’s selection of bronze sculpture; works by
renowned artist Georgia Gerber,
creator of Rachel the Market Pig
at Pike Place in Seattle and Tufted
Puffins in Cannon Beach; figurative
bronze sculpture by Ann Fleming;
works by Donald Stastny; kiln
formed glass by Angelita Surmon.
Also, Oregon’s master of fine art
photography Christopher Burkett,
featured on PBS Weekend Newshour. Works by internationally known
plein air painter Hazel Schlesinger.
Oil paintings by Laura O’Brien of
Haystack Rock National Wildlife
Refuge and Marine Garden Island
Sanctuary and contemporary
mixed media by Harro Art.
May 6,7,8 Spring Unveiling Arts
Festival Weekend.

White Bird Gallery

251 N Hemlock St
✆503-436-2681
whitebirdgallery.com
thu-mon 11am-5pm or by appt.
Apr 2-May 2 Robert Schlegel
(1947-2021) In Memory: Recent
Paintings, Sculpture and Works on
Paper. May 6,7,8 Spring Unveiling
Arts Festival Weekend. Opening
Expressions in Glass. Group show
featuring: Jen Fuller, Pâte de verre
glass botanicals; Joshua Rodine,
blown glass vessels; and guest artist
Mel Archer, fused glass landscapes.
Also unveiling selected paintings
and new spring collection by
Christopher Mathie.

EUGENE
Jordan Schnitzer
Museum of Art

1430 Johnson Lane
✆541-346-3027
jsma.uoregon.edu
wed 11am-8pm; thu-sun 11am5pm. Admission: adults $5; seniors
(62+) $3; members, youth (18 and
under), students, and UO faculty
and staff free.
Apr 2-Sep 18 On Earth: A Fragile
Existence. Highlights works from
the JSMA’s permanent collection
that reflect a multi-layered understanding of humanity's role in our
shared ecology with the non-human,
or more-than-human, world.

PORTLAND
Blackfish Gallery

420 NW 9th Ave
✆503-224-2634
blackfish.com
tue-sat 11am-4pm. Admission free.
Apr Kanetaka Ikeda’s Cosmic
Leaves II is a continuation of a
series of otherworldly mixed media
pieces he has been creating for
over 30 years, inspired by a vivid
dream where he was in the center
of the Universe. Greg Conyne New
& Old. An eclectic retrospective of
his sculptures over the last 30 years.
Works range from combinations of
wood and steel, shrines of wood
and clay, and the more recent latheturned bowls. May First-generation
American Monica Mitchell’s
installation Sitios Escondidos

Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera, and Mexican Modernism
from the Jacques and Natasha Gelman Collection
PORTLAND ART MUSEUM, Portland OR - To June 5

by Allyn Cantor
This nationally traveling exhibition highlights
the Mexican Modernist art movement, celebrating two artists whose life stories and
creative innovations were influential for
generations. Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera
were central figures in a vibrant artistic renaissance that began to flourish in the 1920s,
following the Mexican Revolution.

Photo: Gerardo Suter

The married couple had many peers who
were among a bigger picture of artists, activist and writers who considered the social,
political and cultural potential of their work
to shape national identity. Among their contemporaries were Manuel and Lola Álvarez
Bravo, María Izquierdo, Carlos Mérida, David
Alfaro Siqueiros, Rufino Tamayo and other
well-known creatives whose works are included in this exhibition.
Frida Kahlo, Self-Portrait with Braid, 1941, oil on canvas.
The Jacques and Natasha Gelman Collection of
20th-Century Mexican Art and the Vergel Foundation
and MondoMostre in collaboration with the Instituto
Nacional de Bellas Artes y Literatura (INBAL).
© 2022 Banco de Mexico Diego Rivera Frida Kahlo
Museums Trust, Mexico, D.F./ Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York.

Kahlo’s artistic trajectory began while she
was confined to bed after a tragic accident
that fractured her pelvis and spine at the age
of 18. She painted self-portraits during her
recovery and continued to look inward and
draw from personal experience throughout
her career. The artist’s raw emotional style
resulted from intense self-reflection, and often her art would process her pain. Some of
her most iconic and revered portraits are part
of this show.

Rivera was also famous in his lifetime. He became renowned for his large-scale murals,
originally commissioned by the Mexican government to bring ideas to the people on a broader
scale. Rivera developed a painting style that rebelled against norms. His simplified figures
often depicted socialist themes: the land, people of the working class, as well as heroic and
tragic histories infused with his own political ideology. Rivera drew on elements of Indigenous Mexican culture in his work, yet also embraced European styles such as Cubism and
Post-Impressionism.
The majority of works in this exhibition are from the collection of Jacques and Natasha Gelman, art patrons who were part of Mexico City’s dynamic art scene. Jacques was well-known
for producing films during the 1930s to 1950s, in the Golden Age of Mexican cinema. The couple commissioned and purchased works by many important artists who were also their friends,
including Kahlo and Rivera. The extensive exhibition includes over 150 pieces. Alongside paintings and works on paper are a number of photographs as well as examples of period clothing.
portlandartmuseum.org
preview-art.com
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Gather:Make:Shelter

Hidden Places incorporates poetry
from Versa y Prosa para Niños by
Puerto Rican poet Juan Ramón,
drawings inspired by National Audubon’s Field Guide to Reptiles and
Amphibians, and small mixed-media
and zip-tie sculptures. Mitchell
creates an immersive garden
of accumulated memories.

Blue Sky Gallery

122 NW 8th Ave
✆503-225-0210
blueskygallery.org
wed-sat 12-5 pm.
Closed the first wed & thu
of the month for installation.
Opening April 8 the 2022 Pacific
Northwest Drawers. Apr 9-30
Melissa Ann Pinney’s Signals and
Mysteries: Photos from Chicago
Public Schools brings to the fore
the physical and emotional lives
of students and the dynamics that
play out. Apr 9-May 28 Critical Mass
2021 Solo Exhibition Award winner,
Uruguayan photographer, Federico
Estol, brings his inspiring collaboration Shine Heroes to Portland.
Together with 60 shoe shiners from
La Paz, Bolivia, Estol tells the story
of these “urban super heroes tending to the unwavering local demand
for polished footwear.”
May 7-28 Matthew Moore’s
Post-Socialist Landscapes is an
investigation of the rural and urban
landscapes once occupied by the
former Soviet Union.

906 NW 14th Ave
gathermakeshelter.org
fri-sat 12-4pm, or by appt.
email info@gathermakeshelter.org
to schedule a visit.
Masks are required for entry.
Gather:Make:Shelter (GMS) hosts
rotating exhibitions featuring artists
experiencing houselessness and
poverty and special collaborations
with Portland creatives. Examples
include mixed media found object
sculptures, bold large-scale paintings, intricate drawings, ceramic
collaborations and an artwork
exchange between over 60 local
artists and villagers housed in
alternative shelters that GMS helped
start during the pandemic. GMS
artists have executed public art
projects and will be highlighted at
the Pride Festival this June! Check
our website for the latest information, follow us @gathermakeshelter.
Gather:Make:Shelter is a Portland,
OR non-profit that works with
people experiencing houselessness
and poverty through collaborative,
skill-building projects in creative
fields. We create relationships that
bring houseless and housed people
together to empower each other.

Oregon Jewish Museum
and Center for Holocaust
Education

724 NW Davis St
✆503-226-3600
ojmche.org
wed-sat 11am-4pm. Admission:
adults $8; students/seniors (62+)

$5; child (12 and under) free.
To May 15 To Bear Witness–Extraordinary Lives. Through photographs and profiles, it captures,
shares and preserves the stories of
a small group of individuals from
varied backgrounds who left their
homelands for safe haven in the
United States. Their stories as civil
rights activists, feminists, engineers,
homemakers, and educators
reflect the changing expectations,
opportunities, and challenges of
newly arrived refugees. Henk
Pander, The Artist as Eyewitness
to History features four largescale works painted by the artist in
response to the protests for racial
justice that took place in 2020. The
police killing of George Floyd in
May 2020 shocked many citizens
in Portland, and around the country,
into a long-delayed reckoning for
equal justice under the law. In some
respects such an uprising had
not seen since the 1960s. In this
exhibition, Henk Pander fulfills the
duty of the artist to remind us, in the
most vivid and sometimes disturbing
ways, of the pressing issues in
our world today.

Portland Art Museum

1219 SW Park Ave
✆503-226-2811
portlandartmuseum.org
wed-sun 10am-5pm. Admission:
adults $25; seniors (62+) & students
(18+ with ID) $22; children (17 and
under) & members free.
To June 5 Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera, and Mexican Modernism from
the Jacques and Natasha Gelman
Collection. A fascinating exploration
of the Avant-Garde cultural movement in Mexico in the early 20th
century. Featuring over 150 works,
including paintings and works
on paper alongside photographs
and period clothing.

Russo Lee Gallery

Shine Heroes © Federico Estol
Blue Sky Gallery, Portland
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805 NW 21st Ave
✆503-226-2754
russoleegallery.com
tue-fri 11am-5:30pm; sat 11am5pm. Apr 4-30 Gabe Fernandez First Person. Margot Voorhies
Thompson - Colors from the
Outback. May 5-28 Betty Merken.
Marlene Bauer.

Highlights

Amanda Wojick, Wall Stack, Black #2, 2016

Rebecca Mannheimer, Night Wing, 2022

AMANDA WOJICK: NEW WORK
Elizabeth Leach Gallery, Portland. Apr 14 - May 28
Amanda Wojick’s work varies from paintings to free-standing sculptures, usually with
repetitive shapes that have a freehand difference to each one. This show features her
painted metal wall sculptures, which she calls wall stacks. Hollow metal semicircles
are often stacked on each other, curve upon flat side, like piles of stones on a hiking
trail. Wojick recently completed a major commission for the Salem Public Library, with
themes of waterfalls and stacks of books.
REBECCA MANNHEIMER & SARAH SEDWICK
Salem on the Edge Art Gallery, Salem. May 4 - 28
Two artists based in Eugene share a show in Salem this spring. Rebecca Mannheimer
explores personal themes by assembling semi-abstract shapes in a vaguely hilly landscape referencing local geography. She writes, “I want to take what can be identifiable and shift it, take it out of context and reframe it, giving it new meaning.” Her
personal code is mesmerizing. Sarah Sedwick’s oil paintings of carefully lit familiar
objects, such as shoes, celebrate the beauty of the everyday.

SALEM
Hallie Ford Museum of Art

Willamette University
700 State St
✆503-370-6855
willamette.edu/arts/hfma
tue-sat 12pm-5pm. Admission:
general, $6; seniors (55+), $4;
students (18+ with ID), $3.
Tuesday free admission
To Apr 23 Depth of Field: Selections from the Bill Rhoades
Collection of Northwest Photography includes a range of Northwest
photographs donated by collector
Bill Rhoades over the past few years,
including works by Mary Randlett,
Terry Toedtemeier and others.
Apr 16-May 14 murmuration
features the artwork by senior studio
art majors at Willamette University.
Apr 16-May 14 Chelsea Couch:
boots, bullets, britches, and
bologna includes mixed media work
by this visiting Assistant Professor at
Willamette University.
May 7-Aug 13 April Waters:
Water-Ice-Sky, Antarctica features
a range of paintings of Antarctica
created over the past three years by
this highly regarded Salem painter
who traveled to the earth's

preview-art.com

OREGON

by Joseph Gallivan

southernmost continent as
a grantee of the National Science
Foundation Antarctic Artists and
Writers Program.

Salem on the Edge Art Gallery

156 Liberty St NE
✆503-884-0635
salemontheedge.com
wed-sat 11am-5:30pm;
sun 12-4pm. First Friday Art Walk,
5pm-8pm. Free admission.
Apr 1-30 Christopher St. John:
Kinship. Christopher's exhibit
explores his fascination with
cross-species kinship with the life
around us, using art to explore and
engage in that connection. Each of
the animals in this exhibit represents
an imagined intersection between
animal and human species.
May 4-28 Rebecca Mannheimer
& Sarah Sedwick. Rebecca
Mannheimer and Sarah Sedwick
are sharing the featured artist wall.
Rebecca Mannheimer explores and
assembles a collection of objects
and shapes that come from a personal reference or experience. Sarah
Sedwick is an oil painter whose
still lives celebrate the beauty of
the everyday. Both artists are from
Eugene, Oregon.

SILVERTON
Lunaria Gallery

113 N Water St
✆503-873-7734
lunariagallery.com
tue-sun 11am-5:30pm.
To May 1 Pacific Northwest by Lori
L Rodrigues. Watercolor on canvas
and boards, these pieces are a
reflection of the depth of the Pacific
Northwest wilderness from wildflowers to volcanoes. "Look deep into
nature and you will understand
everything better."~Einstein.
Jenny Armitage-Artists Evolution:
Mediums & Intentions watercolor,
pen and ink. These pieces are created with intention using impressionistic style and landscape patterns
of light and shadow.
May 4-29 On the Edge & New work
by Jane Buccola and Helen Weins.
Pastel & mixed media and metal
work/jewelry. Exploring abstract
painting. Raya Sherrett-Beauty
charcoal, acrylic, pen & ink, pencil,
felt fiber and wood. Raya is a student intern at Lunaria Gallery and is
sharing and learning about art and
art gallery showing.
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ART BOOKS AND EXHIBITION CATALOGUES OF INTEREST
IN THE PRESENT MOMENT: BUDDHISM, CONTEMPORARY ART AND SOCIAL PRACTICE focuses on the intersection of Buddhist thought and artistic production in Canada and the US from the mid-20th century to the present day. Works discussed range
from Mark Tobey’s sumi ink abstractions, Yoko Ono’s Cut Piece and John Cage’s Lecture on Nothing to Haruko Okano’s Hands of the Compassionate One, Howie Tsui’s
Mount Abundance and the Tiptoe People and Qwul’thilum’s Dharma Wheel. What all
the artists represented here have in common, Haema Sivanesan writes, is a sense of
living mindfully. With essays and interviews by Sivanesan and six guest writers and
artists. Published by Figure.1 in collaboration with the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria.
Hardcover, 176 pp., C$45 / US$40. Available at bookstores, online and at the AGGV Gallery
Shop, 250-384-4171, ext. 296.

KAZUO NAKAMURA: LIFE & WORK, by John G. Hatch, spotlights the career of this distinguished Japanese Canadian artist (1926-2002), whose painting practice spanned
landscapes, cityscapes, still life studies, and lyrical, geometric and numerical abstractions. Born and raised in Vancouver, Nakamura endured internment in his teens
during World War II and involuntary relocation to Ontario. A prolific artist from his earliest years, he pursued formal art studies in Toronto and gained critical attention in
the 1950s as a member of Painters Eleven. As author Hatch emphasizes, Nakamura’s
work was strongly influenced by his scientific curiosity and his investigations of numerical sequences to make visible universal patterns and structures in nature.
E-book available free from the Art Canada Institute, aci-iac.ca/art-books/kazuo-nakamura.

LÉON COUPEY: MY DEAREST KATE is the slender catalogue to the recent exhibition
at the West Vancouver Art Museum. It showcases a collection of charming postcards,
hand-drawn and embellished by Léon Maurice Coupey (1864-1925), most of them
addressed to Kate Barlow Hunt Coupey (1873-1943) in London and Paris during their
courtship and the early years of their marriage. As the WVAM’s Hilary Letwin writes,
the cards present a snapshot not only of Kate and Léon’s relationship but also of
“Europe at the turn of the 20th century.” With essays by London-based writer Guy
Atkins and the show’s guest curator, West Vancouver artist Pierre Coupey.
Softcover, 32 pp., C$15. Available at the West Vancouver Art Museum, 604-925-7295.

BOUNDLESS is an exhibition catalog accompanying the spring 2022 show of artists’
books at the Bainbridge Island Museum of Art in Washington (to June 22). The publication contains full-page color photographs of more than 90 works in the exhibition.
Both the book and the exhibition offer an extensive exploration of the intimate world
of contemporary book art. Essays by Tia Blassingame and Ellen Sheffield, co-curators Cynthia Sears and Catherine Alice Michaelis as well as Mark Dimunation of the
Library of Congress delve into the enigmatic medium.
Softcover, 108 pp., US$24. Available at the Bainbridge Island Museum of Art store,
206-451-4009, or online.
Prices may be subject to additional charges for postage, handling and taxes.
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ART SERVICES
Conserv-Arte
Conservation Services
Condition Assessments,
Maintenance Care,
Stabilization and Repair
•
•
•
•
•

Paintings & Murals
Mixed Media & Unique Projects
Public Art & Sculpture
Heritage & Architectural Projects
Collection Surveys & Project
Management

Cheryle Harrison
conserv1@shaw.ca
604-734-0115

Image This Photographics Inc.
The imaging source for artists.
• Consultation, estimates welcome
with advice freely given.
• Excellence in lighting.
• True colour digital capture.
• Archival inkjet printing on
fine art papers.
• Weather-protected loading bay.
• Artwork too big to move – ask
about our onsite services.
Let us help bring out the best
in your art.

201-1610 Clark Dr
Vancouver, BC V5L 4Y2
604-875-0620 Ted Clarke
imagethis@telus.net

Petley Jones Gallery

Conservation framing: In-house
experienced framer, 100% acidfree museum-quality materials,
huge selection of mouldings and
glass– we have the perfect frame
for your fine art!
Restoration: We restore anything
from oils and works on paper to
antique frames.
Appraisals: We offer professional
appraisal services, including free
verbal estimates.

conserv-arte.ca

imagethisphoto.ca

604-732-5353
info@petleyjones.com
petleyjones.com

Denbigh Fine Art Services

Mido Gallery

Thiessen Art Services

Specializing in ﬁne art services:
• Local and long distance
transport
• Custom case construction
• Worldwide shipping and
documentation
• Climate Controlled Storage
• Insurance
• Home and corporate installations
• Custom framing
• Art Collection Management
155 West 7th Ave, Vancouver, BC
604-876-3303
info@denbighfas.com
denbighfas.com

Framagraphic Picture
Framing
Since 1976 Framagraphic has been
Vancouver’s framer of choice for
quality, custom art framing. Using
fully archival materials and techniques, we design and frame your
art to make it look its best. We also
do corporate and gallery work.

8-1128 West Broadway

Vancouver, BC – 2 doors west
of our original shop
604-738-0017
Hours: mon-fri 9:30am-6pm
sat 10am-5pm
framagraphic.com

Highest quality custom picture
framing using National Gallery
conservation standards:
• All work done on premises
• 50 years of experience in the
framing industry
• Archival matting and mounting
• Ultraviolet filtering glazing
• Large selection of wood and
aluminum frames
• Conservation, restoration and
installation service available
2931 W 4th Ave
Vancouver BC V6K 1R3
604-736-1321
Hours: tue-sat 10am-5pm
peteratmido@shaw.ca

Custom ﬁne art solutions for:

Opus Art Supplies

Vevex

• Fine Art Materials
• Custom Surfaces Service
• Digital Printing & Mounting
Service
• Readymade & DIY Custom
Frames
Granville Island: 604-736-7028
Downtown Vancouver: 604-678-5889
North Vancouver: 604-904-0447
Coquitlam: 604-545-0410
Langley: 604-533-0601
Victoria: 250-386-8133
Kelowna: 250-763-3616
Mail Order: 1-800-663-6953
opusartsupplies.com

Vevex produces custom exportcertified crates for worldwide
shipment of fine art. Customers
include museums, commercial
galleries and individual artists.
Phone or email for a free
consultation and detailed price
quotation.

Resources for the Creative
Individual

• Art Installation
• Transport
• Custom Crating
• Storage
• Exhibition/Collection Logistics
Experienced, Efﬁcient,
Professional & Reliable
brandon@thiessenartservices.com
604-999-9114

thiessenartservices.com

Crates for demanding cargos

1-866-998-3839
604-254-1002 (Vancouver)
rod@vevex.com
vevex.com
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4th Meridian Art & Auctions

20

Adelle Campbell Fine Art Gallery 44
Alberta Craft Gallery - Calgary

8

Alberta Craft Gallery - Edmonton 11
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CityScape Community
Art Space

18

Coastal Peoples
Fine Arts Gallery

Geert Maas
Sculpture Gardens and Gallery

16

25

Griffin Art Projects

19

Comox Valley Arts

15

Contemporary Art Gallery

25

Haida Gwaii Museum
at Kay Llnagaay

23

Hallie Ford Museum of Art

59

Harcourt House
Artist Run Centre

12
51

Allied Arts of Whatcom County

46

arc.hive gallery

39

Art Beatus (Vancouver)
Consultancy Ltd

24

Cowichan Valley Arts Council

15

Art Gallery at Evergreen

15

Craft Council of BC Gallery

26

Art Gallery of Alberta

11

cSpace8

Harris Harvey Gallery

Art Gallery of Greater Victoria

39

Dal Schindell Gallery 

26

Heffel Fine Art Auction House

27

Art Gallery of St. Albert

13

Henry Art Gallery

52

Art Works Gallery

24

DaVic Gallery
of Native Canadian Arts

15

Herringer Kiss Gallery

9

ArtXchange Gallery

49

Davidson Galleries

50

Hill's Native Art Gallery

27

Astoria Visual Arts

55

Deer Lake Art Gallery

14

Ian Tan Gallery

27

Audain Art Museum

44

Deluge Contemporary Art

40

46

26

28

Bainbridge Arts and Crafts

Douglas Reynolds Gallery

Il Museo,
Italian Cultural Centre

9

Bainbridge Island
Museum of Art

20

Illingworth Kerr Gallery

46

Bau-Xi Gallery

24

Beaty Biodiversity Museum

25

Bellevue Arts Museum

46

Contemporary Calgary

DRAW Gallery

8

Imogen Gallery

56

26

Inuit Gallery of Vancouver

19

26

J. Rinehart Gallery

53

Esker Foundation

9

Jansen Art Center

49

Esplanade Arts
& Heritage Centre

12

Jordan Schnitzer
Museum of Art

56

Dundarave
Print Workshop + Gallery
Elissa Cristall Gallery

Bill Reid Gallery
of Northwest Coast Art

25

Blackfish Gallery

56

First Saturday
Open Studios Vancouver

Joyce Williams Gallery

28

26

Blue Sky Gallery

58

Kamloops Art Gallery

16

Flux Media Gallery

40

Keith Jack Studio & Gallery

19

Fogue Studios & Gallery

50

Kelowna Art Gallery

17

Foster/White Gallery

50

Brian Scott
Fine Arts Gallery - Black Creek

14

Brian Scott
Fine Arts Gallery - Vancouver

KJ's Studio

22

25

Founders' Gallery

9

Kootenay Gallery of Art

14

15

Frye Art Museum

51

Lake Country Art Gallery

17

Cannon Beach Gallery

56

Gage Gallery Arts Collective

41

Langley Centennial Museum

15

Cannon Beach Gallery Group

56

Gallery 110

51

Le HangArt Gallery

28

Center on Contemporary Art
(CoCA)50

Gallery 2 – Grand Forks
Art Gallery

16

Leighton Art Centre

12

39

28

29

Central Art Studio & Gallery

Gallery Jones

Libby Leshgold Gallery

38

59

25

Gallery Vertigo

Lunaria Gallery

Choboter Fine Art

Madrona Gallery

41

Burnaby Art Gallery
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Make.Shift Gallery

46

Pacific Arts Market

31

The Gallery George

36

Mark Loria Gallery

41

Pendulum Gallery

31

The New Gallery (TNG)

11

Metchosin ArtPod

41

Penticton Art Gallery

20

Mid Main Art Fair

29

Penticton Arts Council

20

The Old School House
Arts Centre 

22

Peter Robertson Gallery

12

The Polygon Gallery

20

Plaskett Gallery

18

The Reach Gallery Museum

13

Tofino Gallery
of Contemporary Art

23

Toni Onley Estate Works

36
18

MONOVA
Museum of North Vancouver 

19

Morris and Helen Belkin
Art Gallery

29

Mountain Galleries 

44

Musée Héritage Museum

13

PoMoArts21
Port Angeles Fine Arts Center
& Webster's Woods
Sculpture Park

49

Portland Art Museum

58

Touchstones Nelson Museum
of Art and History

Richmond Art Gallery

22

Two Rivers Gallery

21

Ukama Gallery

36

Museum of Anthropology
at UBC

29

Museum of Glass

55

Russo Lee Gallery

58

Museum of Northern BC

21

36

49

S'eliyemetaxwtexw
Art Gallery

Uno Langmann Limited

Museum of Northwest Art

13

UVic Legacy Art Galleries

42

Museum of Vancouver

30

Salem on the Edge Art Gallery 

59

Vancouver Art Gallery

36

Nanaimo Art Gallery

17

Salmon Arm Arts Centre

22

Vancouver Fine Art Gallery

36

National Nordic Museum

53

Schack Art Center

48

Vancouver Maritime Museum

36

New Media Gallery 

18

Scott Milo Gallery

45

Vernon Public Art Gallery

39

new photographers GALLERY 

23

Seattle Art Museum

53

Victoria Arts Council

42

Newzones10

Seattle Asian Art Museum

53

VISUALSPACE Gallery

37

Nickle Galleries

10

Seymour Art Gallery

19

WaterWorks Gallery

48

Nikkei National Museum
& Cultural Centre

SFU Galleries

34

West of Main Art Walk

38

14

Shift Gallery

53

West Vancouver Art Museum

44

North Shore Unitarian Church

42

Silk Purse Arts Centre

44

Skagit County
Historical Museum

Western Gallery
& Sculpture Collection

46

49

Whatcom Museum

48

Northwest By Northwest Gallery 56
Northwest Museum
of Arts & Culture

55

Southern Alberta Art Gallery

12

White Bird Gallery

56

O'Connor Group Art Gallery

14

Station House Gallery

45

White Rock Gallery

44

Open Space 

41

Studio 13 Fine Art

34

Or Gallery

30

SUM gallery 

34

White Rock
Museum & Archives

45

Surrey Art Gallery

23

Oregon Jewish
Museum and Center
for Holocaust Education

58

The Art Emporium

35

Oscar Deras Studio Gallery

31

The Bateman Gallery

42

Women Painters
of Washington Gallery

54

Outsiders and Others 

31

The Gallery at Queen's Park

18

Xchanges Gallery and Studios

42

18

The Gallery at The Cultch

35

YouKnowArts Gallery

22

Oxygen Art Centre 
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Whyte Museum
of the Canadian Rockies

8
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A Cathedral of Color for the Matriarch, 2021 Mixed media on paper 30” x 22”

GEORGE LITTLECHILD The Garden Series
To April 30, 2022
621 Fort St, Victoria
250-383-8224
markloriagallery.com
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